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Article 1

Penstemons in December? Not really, the photo was taken months ago.
Many different varieties of penstemons, however, are being raised at the Agricultural Experiment Station's Farmington Field Station . Some do not survive
Utah's harsh winter months. Those that do endure are used for breeding varieties
adapted to Utah's growing conditions.
Three types are being propagated: dwarf (6 to 12 inches high ), medium upright, and toll uprights (up to 5 feet toll). All penstemons are perennial plants
with foliage varying from lig ht to deep glossy green . They produce showy tubular, bright colored flowers that range from brilliant red to pink, blue, lavender,
violet and purple. A few species with white flowers also have been found.
These ornamentals provide remarkable displays for landscape and garden
purposes. Read more about penstemon research on page 130 in this issue of
Utah Science.
Back Cover: This photograph was token after the first seasona l snowfall on the
l ogan River nea,r the Utah Water Research laboratory.
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EDITORIA

Refocusing research to better serve Utah
WYNNE

When Utah Agricultural Experiment Station was established 84 years
ago about 80 percent of Utah's people
lived in rural communities, and 65
percent depended directly on agriculture for a livelihood. The state was
relatively isolated and information
about way to improve agricultural
production mak better us of natural resourc s and effectively enhance the economy and the quality of
living wa scarce.
Agricultural research and it practi.cal application have wrought dramatic changes. Now only 6 perc nt of
our people live on farm , they ar
producing higher quality crops mor
efficiently and their living conditions
have vastly improved. Simultaneously, the conditions and methodologies
of research, as well as the types of
problems needing study have changed.
WIDENING REFERENCES

As more people have come to live
under relatively artificial conditions,
removed from nature and her phenomena, the Exp riment Station has
widened its frame of reference. The
natural environment is now expected
to supply not only an ever greater
variety of high quality food at low
cost but also an aesthetically pleasing
ource of relaxation.
This situation generates a need for
continually expanding knowledge and
technology, which in turn requires repeated reassessment of research endeavors. The problems inherent in
such dynamic flexibility have been
particularly acute for the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station because
increases in financial support over the
past ten years have been substantially
less than increased costs of doing research.
A year ago USU initiated a complete review of its on-going research
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and began to assess the relative priorities crucial to the future of the state.
It was obvious that efforts had to be
concentrated on fewer problems so
that greater accomplishments could
be realized in hort r periods of time.
The research review and planning
process had the goal of: id ntif ing
the r searchabl probl m of gr atest
importance to Utah agriculture and
to rural Jiving and to h r citizen relation to nature' selecting from the e
areas not receiving adequat r earch
att ntion from indu tr or public agnci s in or out of the tat . and th n
co relating the propo ed ar a with
available taff and related r ource.
REVIEWING PROPOSALS

Agricultural and community organizations w r consulted about problems n eding research. Di tingui hed
sci ntist w re brought to th campu
from surrounding tate and the US
Department of Agriculture to review
on-going re earch and recommend
changes while avoiding duplication
of efforts in other tates. Each college and department participating in
Experiment Station re earch conducted intensive review and analyse
of their programs and then proposed
future courses of action. Th proposals were broadly reviewed and
comments were returned for further
consideration. The net result was: of
175 active projects in July of ] 97 J
101 were terminated during the year.
The other 74 that were revi d and
carried forward, included many that
are scheduled to be terminated within 1 or 2 additional years. Sixty-six
new p:-ojects were planned and approved for funding on July 1, 1972.
The resultant overall 25 percent re-

•
WYNNE THORNE is Vice President for Research
in the Division of Research and Director, Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station.

duction in numb r of proj ct facilitated a refocusing of empha is on
few r major problem area .
Th primar probl m area agreed
on for Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station r arch mpha i ar briefly
outlined bel w . Read r who want
mor informati n about p cific ar as,
can btain it on r que t.
ANIMALS
1. Reproduction and d velopment;
improv ments in r productive
efficiency (be f dairy, heep and
poultr ) control of infectious and
oth r di a e . and effects of en-

production and growth.
2. Group manag m nt f cattle with
major mpha i on dairy cattle;
eff ct of herd iz , facilities and
ocial int raction on production;
relevanc of anitation housing
and other environm ntal factors.
3. Toxic lib tance and safety of
animal product a these are releant t p cific Utah conditions.
4. Rang live tock management and
nutrition.
5. Liv t ck - big game interrelationships in the use of range and
forest lands.
PLANTS

1. Fruits and vegetables.
Reduce frost damage of fruits;
control viral and other diseases
and insects; develop early-maturing, machine-harvestable tomatoes.
2. Livestock feed enhancement, including improving yields and
achieving more efficient production of livestock feed crops.
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3. Small grain breeding and prod uction to develop wheats resistant
to new races of dwarf bunt mut
and control winter killing of
wheat.
4. Range improvements, including
development of techniques and
plant materials for establishing
acreages of vigorously growing
palatable shrubs.
5. Control of weeds through improved practices.
6. Native plants for ornamental; developing new ornamentals suitable
for Utah by selecting and adapting
native plants.

NATURAL RESOURCES

1. Conduct an in en tory and develop
u e-criteria for the tate
oil
wat r climate and a ciat d
plant and wildlif .
2. Land-use polici and practic s.
3. Optimize long-t rm u e of all natural r source .
4. O n-farm use of wat r effici ncy
improvement.
5. Water hed manag m nt techniques to improve water upplie
and oth r product.
6. Climate a it aff ct plant and
animal p rformanc .
PEST MANAGEMENT

FOODS AND NUTRITION

1. New and improved food product.
2. Improve fficiency f fo d pr cessing tech niq ue .
3. Utilize by-product and di po of
wast s from food pr ce ing
plants.

1.

2.
3.
4.

In ct, with major
alfalfa weevil.

mpha i on

MAN-RELATED RESEARCH

I.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Econ mic pr bI m of comm rcial agricultur .
con mic of natural re ourc all cation and management-land
wat r and air.
Community and human res urces
including rural developm nt migration problem , and qualit of
living in rural c mmuniti
Outdoor recreation and touri 01.
Ornamental and environmental
b auty.

SERVICES RELATED TO RESEARCH

I. Operation of animal di ea diagno tic laborat rie at Provo and
Logan.
2. S it and f ed te tinglaboratory.
3. Plant di a e urv y.

in r Iation t

4. Animal disea e urvey.
5. Air pollution damage urvey.

TRANSL T G RCUL U I
When peopl n d new home they
nerally turn to the want ad
r t
r altors for help. Wh n a Univ r ity
d partm nt need a hom it turn to
those it ha erved.
.::>

For USU · Food Sci nce and In-

Figure 1.
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du try Departm nt - that could
equat with irtually
r n in Utah
who make a h bit fating v ry
da plu f rm r tudent and man
f Utah
d indu trie . Pa t and
pre nt r arch ffort are h tping
Utah and Intermountain chee manu-

o

ODD

factur r
fruit grower
food proor and hipper, and con umers
in arch of valid nutritional information. Th departmental teaching program regularly produce graduates
who mak additional direct con tribution to the U.S. food industry.

Artist' s sketch of the proposed Nutr iti on a nd Food Science Center.
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Right now, however without a
home to call their own members of
the department are finding themselves
seriously hampered. Scattered through
six buildings on campus, and with access only to inadequate laboratories
that are used for graduate and undergraduate instruction as well as research, their productivity can't b optimized.
The State of Utah recognized
USU's need for a Nutrition and Food
Science center when it authorized an
architectural firm to draw plans for a
suitable building. The plans are an
accomplished fact. Unfortunately, the
financing (estimated $3.4 million) is
not.
The University is therefore appealing to those who have already benefitted from the department s effortsand stand to benefit even more if the
building becomes reality. The State
is being asked to appropriate $200000. A federal agency is considering

New shapes for turkey
CARROLL

Dark turkey meat is starting to
show up in the market place in unexpected forms. Technological developments in meat binding, and the
availability of effectiv equipment
that de-bones and removes sinews
and tendon have helped turkey producers respond to consumer demand
for different turkey product in variously sized packages.
GROUND TURKEY

Ground dark meat has b en lading
the list in pounds sold . This is because consumer quickly realized that
thi product can b used in many
recipes using ground meat. Since per
capita consumption of hamburger in
the United States is 32 pounds annually it should not be too difficult

DRAPER

for gr und turkey m at to capture at
lea t orne of this market.
Ground turkey i pr pared in two
tep . The mea t to be sold in supermarket i ground at the processing
plant through a three-fourth inch
grinding h ad packed in 50 pound
box and sold in a frozen form. The
retail tore than re-grind the amount
needed fo r ach day from a semifrozen condition through a 3/ 16 inch
plate.
By con trast ground turkey meat to
be used by in titutional feeding establishments i ground initially at the
processing plant through a 3/ 16 inch
plate. This meat is then packed in
ten pound tubes and sold direct.

•

STANDARDIZING

CARROLL DRAPER is a Profellor in the Animal
Science Department and the Nutrition and Food
Science Department.

Some retail stores have been adding
beef fat and selling the products as

a request for $400,000.
The remaining $700,000 is being
sought from private funds. Such donors can specify what area or equipment in the building they want to
finance (laboratory, classroom, etc.).
Their contribution will be acknowledge by a plaque or name plate in the
designated area, or on the equipment.
In seeking money for a building,
the USU Food Science and Industry
Department is actually asking to be
allowed to augment its inputs to the
State's economy and the welfare of its
citizens. As a mechanism for translating agriculture into food , the department has certainly proved its
worth. Under improved working conditions it could be even more effective.
DECEMBER
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Figure 1. Turkey bologna, salami, and frankfurters prepared by a Utah
turkey co-op.
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"Turkeyburger.' Federal regulations
published as a purchasing guide in
May 1972, however state that turkeyburger shall consist of 100 percent
turkey meat with skin and fat not in
excess of natural proportions. This
tipulation will help standardize
ground turkey meat with less than
15 percent fat which is an acceptable
amount of fat.
THE SAUSAGE SCENE

The turkey industry in Utah has a
current goal of elling an estimated
]lh pounds of machine de-boned
meat per capita in the state. This is
the meat that cannot be epa rated
conomically from the carcass with a
knife. Specializ d machine complet
the job. The meat comes from the
machine in an emulsified form and i
u eful in making au age products.
Such product include all-meat frankfurter ,bologna alami ummer and
pizza sau age foods.
The Utah State Univer ity Food
Science Departm nt made turkey
alami for approximately 2 y ar and
te t marketed this product in several
chool lunch areas. Detailed records
were kept on acceptance of this product by students in the elementary
junior and high schools.
While frankfurters, bologna, turkey sausage were not actually made
on a production basis in the Food
Science Department, assistance was
given to commercial plants in the area
of consulting on the development on
these products and evaluating these
products in the school lunch program.
Foot long, standard and dinner
franks made of turkey are now being
made and marketed in several outlets.
USU chemical analyses of these turkey franks showed 18 percent protein, and 20 percent fat. This is conidered to be very acceptable quality.
All-turkey bologna is being purchased for school lunch programs and
an ever increasing amount is moving through supermarkets. The relatively mild flavor of this product appeals to many people. In market
tests in New York, sales of Chicken
102

Bologna was approximately 12 percent of red meat bologna sales. Preliminary observations with turkey
bologna indicate that at least an equal
percent is being sold in retail store
that carry the product on a regular
basis.
Salami, summer sausage and pizza
sausage are finding acceptance in the
market place. These products are
available in 2 pound chubs or regular
4-inch diameter casings. Pizza sausage has been especially popular in
eating establishments catering to teenage groups, while salami is finding it
nitch in retail outlet .
TURKEY AS A HAM

Approximately five years ago one
of the commercial companies did
some product developing utilizing turk y dark meat in a moked cooked
turkey loaf. This suggestion was capitalized on by the Fo d Science Department at Utah State University
and con iderable r earch was conducted to develop a turkey ham type
product for mass fe ding institutions.
Undoubtedly thi wa the first attempt anywhere in the nation to take
a ham type product made from turkey meat and test market the product
in mass feeding institutions such as
the school lunch program. As a result of this early research work the
product developm nt by Utah State
University the market testing that followed this product ha become fairly
well known to the trade.
The results prompted one Utah
commercial plant to begin making and
distributing this product to supermarket and institutional feeding outlets in sizable quantities. The USU
analyses of samples of turkey ham
have indicated the product contains
approximately 21 percent protein, 13
percent fat and only 200 calories per
3.5 ounce serving. Turkey ham thus
is a very desirable product from a nutritional point of view. One of the
largest school districts in Utah has
ordered several tons of turkey ham on
a repeat basis during the last year.

THE SNACK FOOD SYNDROME

Recent indication from the nutritional council indicate that 40 percent
of th food currently consumed by
American i in the form of quick
service and nack food. Emphasis
is therefore being placed on making
nack turkey ticks of salami, pepperonj, and summer and pizza sausage. These product are in the development stage, but will soon be ready
for marketing.
High protein low calories, ~ inch
thick white-meat turkey cutlets are
being te t-market d in the Sacramento
area. This product is ready for frying
as is practiced in quick service food
stablishments.
Turkey steaks approximately 0/8
inch in thickness and weigh from 4 to
6 ounces each are being introduced
into supermarkets in Utah, during the
month of September. These teaks
will be prepared from the breast meat
of hen turkeys and will be merchandised in the fresh meat counters of
upermarkets. These cutlets are designed for frying or baking and can be
picked up by the consumer in an unfrozen condition for use within 3 to
5 days after purchasing.
The recent sharp climb in red meat
prices has h lp d catalyze demand for
products made from turkey meat.
Once consumers have a chance to become acquainted with their nutritional
and price advantages, the turkey innovations are expected to gain fair
hare of the market for meat.

, 1'1
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ALFALFA INSECTS RESEARCH
GETS NEW DIMENSIONS
Basic or applied. These two words
briefly summarize a popular dichotomy of science. To many these are
the "east and west' of science, never
destined to meet or complement one
another. USU, however, has just organized its alfalfa insect research into
one project that will optimize a merger of basic and applied research.
Alfalfa production is of substantial
economic significance to Utah agriculture. In 1970 about 44 percent
of the state s harvestabl acreage produced 1,395,000 tons of alfalfa hay
and 3,700,000 pounds of alfalfa seed.
This had a value of about $35 000,000 and accounted for nearly one
half of Utah's 1970 value of harvestable crops. Further, much of the alfalfa production supported animal industries of the state.
Historically, Utah ha been a leader
in the field of alfalfa insect studies.
Alfalfa insect work was started in
1904 with the alfalfa weevil investigations by E. G. Titu and continued
through studies of Jygus bugs. seed
cha1cids, and pollinators by C. J. Sorenson, F. V. Lieberman B. A. Haws,
G. E. Bohart D. W. Davis, and
others.
Those who produce alfalfa seed and
hay are constantly doing battle with
destructive insects. The harmful insects such as the alfalfa weevil, need
to be controlled. But the beneficial
insects such as predators, parasites
and pollinators need to be encouraged. Effective and economical attainment of these two conflicting goals
without the use of dangerous chemicals is a principal goal of the new
Agricultural Experiment Station Project. This project brings together scientists of the Station and of the College of Science.
FINANCING

Utah State has been the recipient
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of a large grant to study, in conjunction with four other universities, the
interactions of alfalfa agriculture and
its associated insects. Drs. D. W.
Davis, B. A. Haws and T. H. Hsiao
are responsible for this research funded by the National Science Foundation, the Environmental Protection
Agency, and the United States Department of Agricultur. The 5-university work lis sponsored by the International Biological Program and is
coordinated nationally through the
University of California at Berkeley.
Dr. Davi of USU is a memb r of the
R-man national coordinating board.
A LFALFA WEEVIL

The alfalfa weevil i of major concern in the IBP study. Estimates show
that this insect cause annual crop
losse of about $56,000,000 in the
United States despite $14,000000
bing pent on its control. Utah
State role will be to represent the
Rocky Mountain states, to study cultural practices and to tudy the impact of natural enemies on alfalfa
pests. Methods and timing of harvest
irrigation clipping, harrowing and
flaming will be investigated.
Important and basic studies of phagostimulants in alfalfa that elicit alfalfa weevil feeding have been conducted by Drs. Hsiao and T. M. Farley. These have been coordinated with
Dr. Hsiao's work on plant resistance
to alfalfa weevils and the insect's development cycle and reactions to laboratory rearing. If a reliable source of
alfalfa weevils can be secured for laboratory use, other important investigations such as Dr. Youssef's studies
of microsporidian infection in insects
can be applied to the alfalfa project.
POLLINATING INSECTS

The USDA-ARS has maintained an
effective and respected insect-oriented
laboratory at USU for many years.

Formerly led by Dr. G. E. Bohart and
now direct d by Dr. F. D. Parker
laboratory per onnel have made notable contributions to knowledge about
th biology and taxonomy of wild bees
and their parasite and predators.
Pioneering research helped develop
management techniques for alkali and
leaf cutter bees for alfalfa pollination.
Hon y bee also hav been tudied for
their alfalfa pollen collection. This
work will provide a foundation for
future research.
Drs. W. A. Brindley and N. N.
Youssef, in other research supported
by the USDA, are studying the effects
of pesticides on bee pollinators. Dr.
and Mrs. Hsiao are investigating the
effects of hormones upon bees.
The new blending of expertise in
agricultural entomology, toxicology,
physiology, parasitology and biochemistry is expected to make efficient and productive use of personnel
and funds. The interdisciplinary Experiment Station project, with its supplementary national funding and coordination should capitalize on past
results and optimize future contributions.

STOP
IT...

Before

You Get
Caught!
Moving parts on machinery have a
way of grabbifl9 th ings like loose
sleeves and trouser legs .. ,
no matter how careful you are,
The only safe way to avoid gelling
caught by moving parts is to
make sure they aren 't moving when
you work on them . So be fore you
ad just, repair or clean a power
machine make certain the power
is off. Before you start, STOP IT!
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Consumer food bu ying patterns
have changed rapidly in recent years.
Now, about 40 percent of the food
consumed by Americans consists of
fruits and vegetables. For instance,
th consumption of tomatoes alone
has doubled in the past 20 years.
As the U.S. population continues
to urbanize, the markets for fresh
commodities are increasingly removed
from the rural production centers and
transportation plays a much greater
part in the overall scheme. Air-freight
shipment even allows certain fresh
fruits and vegetables such as strawberries to be raised in America and
sold in Europe, Australia New Zealand, and Japan.
Growers, shippers, wholesalers, and
retailers therefore now have a com...
mon problem. They have to prolong
the storage life of fresh produce and
.maintain its high quality without pricing themselves out of business.
SPOILAGE
Losses due to postharvest deterioration and diseases of fresh produce
currently amount to 1 billion dollars
annually. In the U.S. about 40 percent of the produce harvested is never
104
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consumed because of spoilage. In dev loping countries wh re modem facilities of refrigeration and controlled
storage are less common, this figure
could rise to 60 percent. D terioration of fr h produce is caused by dehydration, di coloration, too-high or
too-low temperatures, overripeness,
brui ing, and growth of microorganism such as bacteria or fungi.
In many fruits rip ning is associated with a rapid increase in respiration. This sudd n upsurge, called
the 'climacteric rise in respiration, is
often regarded as a turning point in
the life of th fruit, when development and maturation are complete
and before senescence and deterioration have set in. The climacteric
maximum may occur before or after
the fruit is detached from the vine,
and this depends upon the fruits and

•
D. K. SALUNKHE is a Professor in the Department of Nutrition and Food Science.
M. T. WU was a Post Dodoral Fellow in the
same Department, now at the Department of
Food Science, University of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia.
S. JADHAV is a Graduate Student in the D..
partment of Nutrition and Food Science.

S.

JADHAV

the harve ting procedures. This type
of respiratory behavior has not been
observed UnlV rsally in all fruits.
Fruits have been classified into 2
typ s: climacteric and non-climactric. Apple, apricot, avocado, banana, peach, pear, plum, and tomato
b long to the former class and cherry,
cucumber fig, orange, grapefruit,
1 mon pineapple, and strawberry belong to the latter class.
Fruits and vegetables are alive even
though they are detached from the
plant. They carryon respiration, taking in oxyg n giving off carbon dioxide, and gradually depleting their res rved foods such as sugars, acids,
and fatty substances. The faS1ter a
fruit respires, the faster it ripens, and
the sooner it deteriorates.
STORAGE FACTORS
Several methods are employed to
prolong the storage life of fruits and
veg tables such as low temperature,
pr cooling, waxing, packaging, ionizing radiation, chemical treatments,
modified atmosphere, and controlled
atmosphere.
UTAH
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• Forty percent of the perishable produce harvested, worth over a
billion dollars, is never consumed due to spoilage in the USA.
• Losses are much greater in developing countries where storage
and processing facilities are poor. Consequentl):I food has constantIy been in short supply.
• Some of Utah 's fruits and vegetables take a transcontinental
iourney before they reach the consumer.

C02.
EVOLUTION

Figure 1. Respiration is the index of living. When respiration increases, the shelf life of produce decreases.
Respiration is measured as C02 evolved and/or O2 uptake. Several instruments are employed to measure C02 or O2
or both.
DECEMBER
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TEMPERATURE

The life processes occurring in harvested produce are essentially destructive. Cold storage is designed to re-

duce these destructive processes to a
minimum. According to Van t Hoff's
Law (QUI)' the rate of chemical reaction i ' doubl d for every 18 F (10
C) increase in temperature. In other

word a fruit ripen about twice as
fast at 50 F a it doe at 32 F and
about two tim as fast at 68 F as at
50 F. Howe.v r in certain fruits the
temp"rature modification can triple or
quadruple the rate of respiration, with
subsequent rapid deterioration. Therefore optimum low temperatures are
vital to delay ripening and deterioration of fre h produce. Optimum storage temperature varies from commod.
ity to commodity. Certain fruits are
susceptible to cold injury by temperatures that are not low enough to
cause them to freeze. For example
mature green tomatoes will be injured
o they will not ripen properly if held
at 32 F to 40 F for longer than 3 to
5 days, although the freezing point of
a tomato is about 31 F. Efficient and
r apid cooling of certain produce at
harvest by hydro-cooling retards the
metabolic breakdown of the fruits as
well as growth of microflora existing
on the fruits. This helps extend storage life. Precooling by vacuum cooling has been successfully applied to
lettuce endive, cabbage, leeks and
onions. It takes 20 minutes to bring
temperatures from 75 F down to 33
F and materially prolong the shelflife of these vegetables during transit.
HYDRO-COOLING

Experiments have shown that hydro-cooling of pe.aches with Chlorox
or Captan added to the cooling water
ignificantly reduced by decay caused
by the brown rot or the Rhizopus
fungus. Research conducted at Utah
State University for 10 years indicated
that hydro-cooled peaches and apricots lasted longer when given antifungal treatment (U-2069) than nontreated fruits. Hydro-cooling Lambert cherries in a solution of antifungal antibiotic, Mycostatin, ( 400
ppm) and subsequent packaging with
Mylar 50 bag (polyethylene) followed by refrigerated storage at 32 F
with 90 percent relative humidity, prolonged shelf-life up to 60 days.

Figure 2.

Storage in a controlled atmosphere containing higher (5% or
more) CO:. and lower (5 to 10%) O2 causes fruits to respire less, thus increasing storage life by retarding the ripening process.
106

WAXING
Waxing of the fruits restricts
hrinkage caused by water loss and
low rs the respiration or gas exchange. The wax containing antiUTAH
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fungal chemical is applied commercially on the surface of many fruit
such as oranges and apple and at the
stem end of tomatoes.
GROWTH REGULATIONS

can b stored for about 3 months
under these conditions. Experiments
have shown that atmospheres con i ting of 1.5 percent CO 2 and 2.5 percent O:! inhibit the metaboIism of
apples and pears. Atmospheres of

10.5 percent CO:! and 2.5 percent
O2 xtended the helf-life of cherries
Le
decay generally occurred in
p ... ache and nectarines stored at 32
F in 5 p ... rcent CO 2 than in those kept
with Z fO CO:!. The firmne p ctins~

Kinetic (6 - furfurylaminopurine)
and N°-benzyladenine have been successfully used to prolong the shelflife of many kinds of leafy vegetables
as lettuce, cabbage , and asparagus.
Ethylene and Ethrel (2-chloroethylphosphonic acid) accelerate the ripening of "green wrap" tomato fruits.
IONIZING RADIATON

Pioneering research carried out
since 1954 at Utah State University
ha indicated the potentia] of ionizing
radiation with gamma rays to retard
ripening and control micro-organisms.
Strawberries treated with a dose of 2
x 10j rad had their shelf-life extended
for about 15 days. Sweet cherries exposed to a dose of 3 x 100 rad had
their storage life extended beyond 30
days. Sprouting of potatoes and
onions was inhibited by a 10 x 103
rad dose. In many countries, radiation
has been used commercially in the
storage of mushrooms, potatoes,
onions, and oranges. However, much
more research needs to be done in
this area.
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE
STORAGE

Controlled atmosphere (CA), storage has been used for 50 years, but
important improvements have taken
place in the last 5 years. Controlled
atmosphere storage is now used for
such produce as apples, peaches, apricots, lettuce, pears, cherries, tomatoes, asparagus, potatoes, and sugarbeets. Controlled atmosphere has
no O2 component. This lack prohibits
rip ning. Controlled atmosphere stor.
age retards the metabolism of fresh
produce and reduces the metabolism
of micro-organisms and maggots.
Peach, plum and apricot fruits can
be kept from 20 days to 1 month in
closed containers if O2 and CO2 absorbents are present; pears and apples
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Figure 3.

Sub-atm ospheric pressure sto rage chamber built by Utah Research Founda ti o n.
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acidity, ugars, and tannins changed
more slowly in CA-stored apricots
and peaches than in those stored in
a conventional - refrigerated (CR)
room.
Low-oxygen CA storage of tomatoes significantly reduces spoilage,
inhibits black pot rot, improve tomato quality, and adds as much as 2
weeks to storage life, when compared
with tomato fruits stored in air at the
comparable temperature. Tomato
fruits, initially mature green and held
at 55 F for 6 weeks, stored significantly longer in 3 percent O2 and zero
CO 2 than in air. In the case of wheat
and rice
controlled atmo phere
( 15 % CO 2 ) also killed insects and
weevil . The use of polyethylene bag
to create modified atmosphere (high
moisture high CO 2 low O2 ) also extends the helf-life of fre h produc .

SUB·ATMOSPHERIC STORAGE
Sub-atmo pheric pr ssure has rec ntly b n u ed to ext nd the torage life of fruit. Thi type f CA
torage include a reduction of atmo pheric pre ure and has th
arne
ort of ffect as standard CA storage.
In S-A storag ,however the thylen
and other gas s produced by the re. piring fruit are remov d by a continuous evacuation of air.

Figure 4. Hydrocooling consists of submerging or spraying fruits with
water that contains ice and an antibiotic. The chilled fruit respires less and
the antibiotic retards the growth of spoilage microorganisms. Quality and
shelf life are extended .

Since rip ning fruit produce ethylene in the presence of an adequate
oxygen upply removal of either oxygen or ethylen will delay rip ning
and extend the marketable life of the
produce. In our laboratory respiration of tomato fruits was reduced
when fruit were ubjected to presence of 88 mm Hg. The storage life
of everal fruit and vegetables can be
increased from 20 to 92 percent when
stored under refrigeration with a
pre ure of 658 to 709 mm Hg. The
torage lif of many commoditie also
i prolonged by entilating them with
air at less than the atmospheric pressure.
According to Dalton's law in a gas
mixture ach component xert the
arne pressure that it would exert if
(Continued on page 112)
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Figu re 5 . Gamma radiation also has been used to kill microorganisms that
infect fruits and vegetables and pests in grain. Spoilage is retarded or prevented, which allows more to be profitably sold. This gamma irradiator
uses C:11:{ ; as the radiation source.
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ATURAL HYBRI IZA ION

AMO G TH P NYO
RONALD

Rural residents of Utah and the
other southwestern states are familiar
with a group of desert pines known
as pinyons. These rugged trees produce crops of protein-rich seeds" or
pine-nut, each fall, and it i from
the Spanish name for the eeds,
pin one that they d rive their common name. Thousands of outhwesterners collect the e nut for recreation and some collect them for the
grocery shelves where they may retail for as much a $2.85 per pound.
To the Indians of this region and
northern Mexico pinyon nuts were
once an important food item and the
tree that bear them were treated
with respect. For example the Shoshonis picked thei r pine nut ff the
ground after the cone had op ned,
and the naturalist John Muir watched
the Indians of California beat the
nuts loose from their cones with long
poles. By contrast, many present-day
nut collectors break off cone-bearing
limbs, or tear the green cones loose
with garden rakes causing serious
damage to the trees and lowering
their productivity.
I

M.

PI E5

LANNER

and foothill of the drainage basin
of the Colorado River. This pine ha
small thick- helled nuts and needles
that are clustered in pairs. It might
be called the ational Park tree for
it i one of the most common pecies
of Canyonland Arche Zion , and
Capitol Reef, as well a Mesa Verde
and Grand Canyon National Parks.
The other pinyon pine of Utah is
the ingl leaf pinyon (Pinus monoph lla) a tree that has large thinshelled nut and needl that are attached individually to the stem. This
highly drought-resi tant tree is found
mainly in the Great Basin, where it
form
tands in such mountains as
the Raft River, Grouse Creek, Tintic,
Canyon Confusion Wah Wah, San
Franci co Pine Valley, and Beaver
Dam rang , It is widely distributed

acro
fornia
Mexic

vada and outhern Caliand into Baja
alifornia,

SINGLELEAF RANGE

To the stud nt of tree genetics and
evolution , singleleaf pinyon is especially int r sting, because it range
erIap tho e of two other closelyrelated pecies. In Utah singleleaf
and C lorado pinyons are found
growing together in several areas
where the Great Ba in borders the
plateau country. On the other side
of it range ingl leaf pinyon is sometimes a ociated with Parry pinyon
(Pinus quadrifolia) on the international bord r and in Baja California.
Re earch in the Department of Forest
Science at Utah State University has
hown that in both area ingleJeaf

FOUR U.S. SPECIES

There are four species of pinyon
pine found in the United States, and
two of these are native to Utah . The
more common of these is the Colorado pinyon (Pinus edulis). It is distributed in our state throughout the
high plateau country-from Flaming
Gorge in the north, to Cedar City
and the Canyonlands country in the
south. It is typical of the mesa tops

•
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Figure 1. Forest Science graduate students making field studies in a pinyon
pine hybrid swarm in Tooele County.
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pinyon hybridiz with it pine relative.
This t lIs u that de pite th e many
millions of year that have elap ed
ince th es
pecie
olved from a
common ancestor, th ey till ha e the
ability to breed with each other. As
a re ult th gen tically controlled
charact r of one p cie can b modifi d b tho e of th e other through
the exchange of wind-carri d pollen .
In the jargon of th geneticist the
pecies share a common ' gene pool.
Our research in Utah has hown
that h bridization i active in orne
place right now and ha
ccurred
in th e pa t el e'r here. For e a mple,
in Too I Juab and Ir n
untie
th er are place wh re n can find
both kind of pine-the tw -ne dIed
a nd the ne-needled pecie. Gr wing a m ng th mare tre th a t hav
pair d and Ingle needle mi 'ed tog the r in ar ing pr p rti n . Th se
tree a re al
intermediate in a natomical fea ture f th e needle. uch
a ri able popula tion a re called hybrid warm by genetici t and r ult
fr m hybridization followed b backcr ing of the hybrids t th eir parent. We have found a imila r hybrid swarm within the Grand Canyon.
R cently U.S. For st Service re-

a rch r in Califo rni a hav artificially produc d hybrid
f Colorado
pinyon and ingleleaf pinyon and
th ir
ung tr es ha
the a m mixture f pair d and jngl needle that
we have found in wild hybridiz d
popula tion .
Careful examinati o n of tr
in
Utah
e vada and C lorado lead
u to think that ingleleaf pinyon
onc grew in places wher it i now
ab nt alon g the Col rado Ri r perhap a far up tream a Dead Hor e
Pint. We al 0 think that
uthwe terl wind have 0 r the ages
ca rried a light rain of ingleleaf pino n poll n from th e Great Ba in up
nt th e C lorado Plat au making
th ingleleaf pin on ge ne pool availa I t the olorado pin yon .
ONE PROBLEM

Ith ugh ou r pin on pine research
ha ca rri ed u far afield one of our
m t p rple ing probl ms ha ari en
ju t a f w mile from campu . ExpI rati n f th e Bear River Range
a nd th e Bear Ri ver Di vide has di cI ed a gro up f ca ttered pinyon
pine ta nd . Four f the e are in the
mountain 0 erlooking Cache Valley
and one i in the Crawford Mountain ea t of Randolph. The mall t

ta nd con i
f ju t two tree north
f L oga n Can yon' th
largest i
p read
r i
ctio n in the Blackmith ork a r a . O f th e e fi
mall

pin
t llrpri ing in ie\ of the
wid pI' ad h bridizing
Is where
but th e no rth ern g rove are di junct
tand . Thi mean th are fa r from
th ma in di tributi n ar a of their
p cie. Sinc h bridi za tion ha occurr d b th pin n pin pecie mu t
hay been pre ent. Y t th neare t
ingl I af pin n tand i
a b ut 7 mile to the we t and the
cI
t C lorado piny n ar 100
mile to th ollth in th e Uinta Ba in.
The di junct grove
therefore,
must ither repre ent a n w invasion
by both pecie or el e they mu t be
th remain of ancie nttand that
onc grew acro
northern Utah .
Balli tic tudie how that the heavy
wingle
eeds of pinyon pine cann t be carried far by wind, and we
do ubt that both pecie have had
their eed carried to the e location
b bird or mammal .
OLD FOREST REMAINS

For th e e rea ons we think the pinyon groves of Cache and Riche Counties are the remains of old forests
that have since disappeared from our
area. Singleleaf pinyon could have
migrated here from the northern
Great Basin at a time when the climate was cooler and moister than now.
Colorado pinyon might have moved
up th e Wasatch from the Uinta
Ba in entering the northern counties
at a tim when it was warmer than
toda y. Being in clo e pr ximity, the
two clos Iy-related pines could have
interbred . Subsequent c lim a tie
change could have caused both
pecies to become extinct in this
area except fo r fragments of the original fores ts th at happened to occupy certain heltered sites. These
survive to this day as reminders of
th e clima tic changes tha t accompanied the ice age of prehistoric
times.
Figure 2.
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A singleleaf pinyon pine forest in the Great Basin.

( ontinued on paoe 11 2)
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8LOOD WILL TELL
CLIVE

That old adage about blood eems
to be proving true . Researcher are
finding that they can correla te easily
identified component of the blood
with productivity.
Determining whether a particular
animal is ge netically prepotent for
certain characte ristics ha traditionally required time-consuming breeding tests. If the preliminary r ults of
recent USU re earch a re confirmed by
in-progre s work animal breede r
and producer may oon have acce
to a much Ie s costl y t 01.
THE BLOOD TEST

The current w rk capitalizes 11 th e
ubiquitou ne
of protein. Sophi ticated laboratory techniques are demonstrating that protein is far more
than just an essential food nutrient.
Various kinds of protein (united in
an having nitrogen as a component)
are being id ntified in animal tissues
and body fluids . Both individu al and
species are known to diffe r in the
kinds of proteins that occur in their
body fluids . The USU research is applying the identification techniques to
sheep and cow milk and blood .

ARAVE

CLIVE ARA VE is an Assistant Professo r in the
Department of Dairy Scie nce.
T. A. GILLETT is an Assistant Professor in th e
Anima l Scie nce De partme nt and the Nutrition
and Food Scie nce De partme nt.
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SHEEP TYPING

in we t rn ra ng bre d. to tabli h
the g n frequencie f r a lt rnativ
g n f rm f r each pro tein t pe and
t d t rmin wheth r th ge ne are in
a n way rela ted t a nimal productivity. 1f pr d ucti vit -m difying gene
can b ide ntified b imple electrophore i f bl d all pha e f th e animal indu tr ' c uld b nefit.

T he USU re earch er are now typing heep f r milk ~- lactogl bulin
bl od
rum tran fe rrin (the metalbinding y tern th a t tran p rt iron),
a nd red cell h m gl bin (the ox gen
ca !Tie r) in additi n to the previ u ly
me nti ned milk ca ein . Ti sue myoglobin (oxyg n carrier in muscle)
are al 0 being inve tigated. Th prima r bj cti
of th e current research
a r to identify th variation that exists

G ne fr qu nci e ob e r ed in apr liminary tudy with he p are given
in table I. Much more ari a tion was
found in th blood erum tran ferrin
y tem th a n in the milk protein syst m . Tfc wa the mo t frequently
occurring tra n f rrin gen , con tituting 32 p rc nt of th e 5 id ntified
gen . TfE wa relatively rare repre -

GENE FREQUENCIES
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T.

samples 4 and 6 having extra band .
Also, samples 5 and 6 have an extra
faster moving band in the ~-ca ein r gion. Sample 7 to 9 are from cow
milk and are included as an illustration of the tre me ndou variation betwe n pecie.

a- Cn {

The differences are often associated
with differential electrical charges on
the protein molecule, which induce
th e proteins to migrate at varying
rates in an electrical field . This process known as electrophoresis, permits th e paration of individual types
of various proteins in milk and blood
serum of animals. An example of the
type of variation found in milk is
shown in figure 1. Samples 1 to 6
are sheep milk. Variation may be
noted in the a_s casein region, with

a nd

1

2

+1+

+1+

+1+ ~/+ +1+

BIB

BI B

BIB

3

4

5

BIB AlB

6

.,8

~/+

BOVINE
WHOLE
MILK

9,

AlB

* Th e

symbols used are those traditionally accept ed withi n
t he scientific diSCipline

Figure 1. Electropherogram of sheep an d cow mil k showin g genoty pes*
on starch ge l.
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ductivity weaning weight was the
trait chosen. It represents a measure
of both the milk producing and mothering abi lity of ewes and of the li vability and growthiness of lambs. Using statistical methods, an estimate of
the relative influence of each type
within the various sy terns wa. ob-

senting only 6 percent of the total.
There was little variation in the milk
caseins of sheep. Over 98 percent of
the ,6-caseins and 96 percent of the
a casein genes were of one type.
To study the relationship between
the various protein systems and pro-

able 1.

Gene frequencies in serum transferrin as correlated with three
milk protein systems of sheep
System

Gene

Frequency

A
B
0
E

.18
.19
.32
.25
.06

A
B

.77
.23

+*
AS

.96
.0.4

+
A

.98
.02

C
TF

LG

CN

,6·CN

* The

+ symbol

Table 2.
System

TF

LG

Type of
dam

Weaning
wt. kg .

Type of
lamb

Wean ing
wt. kg .

AA
AS
AC
AD
AE
SS
SC
BO
SE
CC
CD
CE
DO
EE
AA
AS
SS

10..0.
0..4
- 1.0.
3.3
11.1
- 4.9
2.7
1.9

AA
AS
AC
AD

1.6
3.9
1.9
-2.6

SB
SC
SO
SE
CC
CO
CE
DO

-0..5
3.8
-0..1
-3.5
-0..3
1.1
-8.7
3.3

+/+*

as-CN

+ /AS
+ /+
+ /A

* The
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+ symbol

a.s, and ,6-CN type of weaning weight of lambs

- 1.0.
4.0.
. 1.8
-15.7
9.0.
1;0.
1.4
- 2.4
- 0..4
0..4

- 6.3
6.3

indicates the most commonly encountered gene

PRODUCE TREATMENTS
(Continued from page 108)

indicates the most commonly encountered gene

EHect of TF, LG,

tained (table 2). The blood serum
transferrin type of th ewe had the
most influence on lamb weaning
wight. The larg st difference (26.8
kg) wa between TfA/ TfE and TfD /
TfD. These differences were statistically significant. These tentative results based on a population of approximat ly 500 sheep indicate some
promise of selecting genetically superior breeding animals based on elect-oph retic protein typing.

it were present alone at the same
temperature in the volume occupied
by the mixture of gases. The subatmosphere storage conditions accelerate the escape of the ripening hormone (ethylene) from the tissue since
diffusion is inversely related to atmospheric pressure. By lowering oxygen tension fruit sensitivity to the
hormone also is reduced. Some of
our experiments determined the
ffeet of different levels of vacuum
on the ripe.ning. Specifically, we found
that low pressure (180-190 mm Hg)
r tarded tomato fruit ripening the
mo t when the oxygen partial pressure
wa reduced. When oxygen pressures
were held constant different levels of
total hypobaric pressure caused 1ittle
if any difference in retardation.

PINYON PINES
(Continued from page 110)

Looking into the past in this way
of course requires a lot of guesswork;
and cientific proof for one's ideas
is hard to come by. Future research
on the pinyon pines will, we hope,
give us firmer information about the
genetic architecture of these intere ting trees. Our immediate plans call
for comparative studies of the enzyme
chemistry of the pinyon species of
Utah and their hybrids. This will
give us further insight into the complex problem of pine evolution in the
western deserts.
UTAH
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Genetic improvement of dairy cattle
Increased production from soil,
plants, animals, men and machines
has characterized American agriculture during the past half century and
has been one of the prime factors in
creating the most efficient agricultural
industry in the world. A very significant by-product of this efficiency is
that fewer people are needed to produce the food that we eat, releasing
many to produce the multitude of
consumer goods and service that we
all enjoy.

R.

C.

managem nt to realize the higher potential of the cattle they were developing.

LAMB

fewer cows of the high-fat-producing breeds, and a tendency to select
for high milk production with a lower
fat content within breed . This is
in response to a consumer demand
for low-fat milk and dairy product.
The decreasing trend in fat content in
milk (from 4.16 to 3.64 percent fat)
i also shown in figure 1.
Higher production of dairy cattle,
as with any cIa of liv stock, is depend nt upon the right combination
of genetics nutrition and management. The advent of artificial insemination in the early 1950s has played
a key role in spurring the improvement in milk production per cow.
Artificial insemination (AI) made it
po ible for out tanding bulls to sire
thousands rather than a few calves
each year. With this opportunity for
improved genetics, dairymen reacted
by providing more feed and better

Increased production by dairy cow
has contributed to the overall picture
and has been particularly dramatic
during th e past two decade. Thi is
shown graphically in figure 1 for cow
in Utah. Annual milk production per
cow has incr ased 45 percent during
the last 20 years for an annual increase of 2.25 percent. About half of
this increase is due directly to g n tic
improvement. Butterfat production
has not increased quite as sharply
(25 percent), reflecting a trend to
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SIRE PREDICTED DIFFERENCE

But a with any new program unless impro ments continue to be
mad the gain soon tart to level off.
The dairy cattle situation has started
t follow thi pattern in recent y ars
(figure 1). Fortunately, dairy cattle
geneticist at Cornell University and
the Dairy Cattle Research Branch of
USDA began working in the early
1960s on new tools for selecting the
best bulls for use in AI. The result
has been an entirely new concept in
evaluating dairy sires. This new
method now in use in the national
sire proving program, compares the
daughters of one bull with all contemporary cows freshening in the
arne herd during the same time of
year. The result is a daughter-herdmate com pari on. Adjusting this comparison for number of daughters,
numb r of herdmates and breed average production, a Predicted Difference (PD) is calculated that represents
the expected increase or decrease of
future daughters over their herdmates.
Along with the PD, a repeatability or
confidence value is determined. This
confidence value tells us how sure we
are that the PD is the best estimate
of a sire's true transmitting ability.
The PD program on dairy bulls has
been in effect long enough to show
that its use will improve the genetic
ability of the dairy population for
milk production. In a recent study of
the USU dairy herd, thirty Holstein
bulls were evaluated. These bulls had
been selected for use in the USU herd
based on the old daughter-dam comparison, out now have a USDA
daughter-herdmate comparison available. The most recent USDA sire

•
ROBERT C. LAMB is an Animal Scientist with
the Agricultural Research Service and an Associate Professor in the Department of Dairy
Science.
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evaluation was used. This included
data on all tested daughters of each
bull from all across the U.S. The PD
values and the performances of
daughters in the USU herd of the
high, low and middle five sires are
shown in table 1.
Because the University herd is
above average in production, the deviations of daughter from herd mates
was about 300 pounds of fat-corrected-milk (FCM) below the predicted difference estimated by USDA
for all levels of bulls. It is clearly
obvious however, that minus PD
bulls will sire below average daughter high plus PD bulls will sirc highproducing daughters and average PD
bulls will ire average daughter.
A study by USDA scienti ts found
that for each 100-pound increa e in
PO for milk of a ire, hi daughters
returned an average of $3.22 over
f ed costs per lactation. Thus the
1,000
difference between a plu
pound PO bull and an average bull is
$32.20 per daughter per year. Translated into terms of an average-sized
Utah herd (66 cows) thi could mean
a differ nce in income over feed co t
f $2 125 per year.
An evaluation of all AI bulls is
made every four month by USDA.
A ummary of all the AI bulls that are
available to Utah dairymen is compiled every four month by the State
Extension Dairyman and free copies
are available to dairymen from
County Agents. Each dairy breed association also compiles this information plu data on type characteristics
transmitted by bulls in their breed.
Thi ummary is available to dairymen from the breed organization for
a small charge.

Table 1.

FEED UTILIZATION EFFICIENCY
While increasing milk production
per cow is important genetic research
with dairy cattle at USU for the past
decade has had the equally important
aim of improving the efficiency with
which feed is converted into milk.
Thr e hundred fifty daughters of 22
different sires hav been fed individually for a complete fir t lactation to
measure their efficiency of feed conversion. Individual cow varied in
gross efficiency from 15 to 35 percent. Both genetic and nutrition
were hown to influence thi efficiency.
From a nutrition tandpoint, production increased as grain consumption increased, but efficiency did not
follow the same pattern. Highest average gross efficiency was obtained on
a tandard ration of hay free choice
plu one pound of grain for each 3
pounds of milk (average grain consumption was to pounds per day).
Efficiency of feed conversion declined
if the amount of grain was decreased
to 3 or
pounds per day or if it
was increased to 17 pounds per day.

°

Sire groups ranged from 21 to 29
perc nt in gros efficiency. Estimates
of heritability of feed efficiency are
about .30 which i comparable to
e timates of heritability for milk production. In other word election for
greater efficiency in converting feed to
milk should be as effective in increasing the genetic ability of dairy cows
for effici ncy as has been selection for
milk production in contributing to the
increases shown in figure 1.
Level of production and gross feed
efficiency were highly correlated, suggesting that a practical method for
improving efficiency is to continue to

Performance of Bulls Used in Utah State University Herd
USDA Sire Summary

~o
Sires

High 5
Middle 5
Low 5
114

Repeat

93
71
91

USU Herd
Pred
Milk

995
188
-835

DiH
Fat

No
Daus

No Rec
per Dau

23
10
-24

23
21
24

2.56
2.00
2.14

Dev
(FCM)

721
-111
-1197

t

st and elect for high production.

PROTEIN AND FAT IN MILK
It wa mentioned earlier that butterfat in milk is I ing favor with the
con umer who is now looking at protein a an important component in
milk. Beginning in 1962 the USU
Department of Dairy Science began
determining th protein content of
milk from individual cows in the USU
herd. Over the te t period the percent protein in the milk has averaged
3.4 percent. A definite easonal trend
occur in protein content. The lowest
test i recorded during the hot summer
months of June July and August,
while the highest is obtained during
the cold months of December, January and February. The lactation curve
for protein in milk follows the same
general shape as that for butterfat,
with the low point falling about 90
days after calving, after which it
gradually increases throughout the remainder of the lactation. The protein content of milk shows a slight
tendency to decrease with advancing
age.
The correlation between percent
butterfat and percent protein was
about .50. This indicates that generally though not always high fat milk
is also high in protein. However, the
correlation is not high enough to enable use of the fat test to predict protein content with adequate accuracy.
This correlation also means it will be
difficult though not impossible, to
increase protein while decreasing fat
content. The heritability of percent
protein is about .60, which is higher
than for total milk production or gross
efficiency, but lower than for butterfat percent.
Evaluation of all available data indicates that the greatest genetic progress in improving dairy prod~ction
will result from testing all dairy cattle
for major components in milk (fat,
protein and perhaps lactose); and then
selecting for highest milk production
first while secondly trying to increase
protein test without necessarily increasing fat test. This should give the
greatest genetic improvement in total
pounds of milk products per cow with
the highest feed utilization efficiency.
UTAH
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Rural development:

its dimensions and focus
STAN

Concern and dissatisfaction have
been expressed from many quarters
about the continued concentration of
population in large cities. Many have
come to accept the view that the bad
things happening in large cities
(crime, riots, congestion, growing fiscal problems, etc.) must be caused
by their largeness and that as the
population in the cities continues to
increa e they will become more "politically unmanageable, socially intolerable and economically inefficient.'
The movement from farm and rural
areas to the city has been rather large
and rapid for a number of decades.
While in ] 800 over 90 percent of the
population of the United States lived
in a rural environment today approximately 75 percent of our population
i urban. Nationally, between 1960
and 1970 about two-fifths of the
counties in the United States lost population and an additional one-third
of the countie gained at less than the
national average. Almost all of the
counties 10 ing population are rural
counties and for many of these, the
population decline ha's continued for
everal decades.
The trend in Utah follows closely
the national pattern of population distribution. While the population of the
State increased by almost 20 percent
between 1960 and 1970, 13 of Utah's
29 counties lost population during
this period. Of the 13 counties losing
population 10 are classified as being
] 00 percent rural. In many of these
areas, there has been a virtual loss of
major economic activity and many of
them have little hope for the future.
As the active leave, the capacity to
maintain community viability diminishes.
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Both the State and National trend
app ar likely to continue at least in
part because the out-migration from
many rural countie has left behind
what is basically an elderly population with the young moving to urban
areas in search of employment. This
in turn results in relatively high death
rates low birth rates and a declining
population.
As suggested above this movement
from rural to urban ar as not only reults in problems for areas left behind but sometimes contributes to the
already burdensome problems of the
urban community. Many of the migrants from small towns are ill-prepared for the urban life within which
they find themselves. Consequently,
they are frequently found at the bottom of the social scale in terms of th
type of jobs they obtain the housing
they are able to ecure and so on .
Any program of population redi tribution, however implies a willingness or interest on the part of a ignificant proportion of the urban residents to move to a more rural area.
It also implies that there are important
characteristics about rural areas that
make them appealing and desirable.
To ascertain the extent to which this
the case research is being conducted at Utah State University of
the availability and adequacy of service. Interviews al 0 included a number of questions designed to determine attitudes that people hold toward th ir community. In addition
we sought to determine what combination of factors cause people to feel
positive or negative toward their community a a place to live.
Data presented in the tables of thi
paper were collected through the us
of interviews conducted in the homes

f a random ample of residents of
thr e rural outh rn Utah counties
Wa ne Piute and Beaver 1 as well
a a ection of Salt Lake County.
The rural countie included in the
tudy were lected becau e of their
hi tory of population loss for everal decades. Further b cau e of
our pecial interest in the provision
of health services, these counties offered rather unique characteri tics for
comparison. While neither Wayne
nor Piute counties have hospitals or
doctors within their boundaries Beaver County has two hospitals three
doctors and two medical technicians.
The urban sampl was taken from
the western area of Salt Lake County.
Communities included in the study
were Kearn Granger, Hunter and
Taylorsville. The reason for selecting
the urban sample was basically comparative. We want d to examine the
attitudes toward community of both
rural and urban residents. Further,
the urban area selected i characterized by a fairly high concentration of
migrants from rural area. Thus this
al10ws us to look at the attitudes of
rural re idents rural migrants to an
urban area and persons who have
pent most or all of their lives in an
urban setting.
It hould be emphasized that our
Salt Lake ample was drawn only
from the Valley West communities.
Therefore our findings are not necessarily generalizable to other areas of
the Salt Lake Valley.
A total of 303 interviews were conducted in the three rural counties,
1 Additional
data have been collected
from Carbon County. However, this information was not ready in time for inclusion in this report.
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and an additional 173 interviews were
completed in Salt Lake County.
After a brief introduction and some
preliminary questions, each of the
subjects interviewed in the study was
asked to indicate how well he or she
liked living in the community where
they lived. While general satisfaction
with community was expressed by
most of the respondents, the percentage responding that they were' very
much ' satisfied varied greatly between the rural and urban areas. Seventy-four percent 77 percent, and 80
percent of the Piute Wayne and
B aver County r sident , r sp ctively
tated that they were very much sati fied with living in their community.
On the other hand 42 percent of the
urban respondent el cted this response.
The trend identified by thi question carried over to each f the additional question d aling with c mmunity satisfaction. Each of the ubjects was shown a map depicting the
state of Utah divided into the eight
geographic regions de ignated by the
Stat as multi-county areas (see figure 1). Subjects wer a ked to elect
the area on the map where they would
rno t like to live and where they would
least like to live. Tables 1 and 2 show
the responses to this question.
The resident of Wayne and Beaver Counties are clearly most satisfied
with their own area as a place to live
a judged by responses to thi question . Ninety-three and 83 percent of
the Wayne and Beaver respondents,
respectively selected their own area
a where they would most want to
live. Fifty-one percent of the Piute
respondent and 45 percent of those
from Salt Lake County selected their
own area. However with the Piute
respondents, most of those selecting
an area other than their own selected
a neighboring rural area. Responses
from Salt Lake were much more
varied. Perhaps the most interesting
ob ervation is that over half of the
urban responden ts said they would
prefer living other than where they
now reside. Further, less than two
percent of the rural respondents
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would prefer living in the Salt LakeTooele area with other Wasatch Front
Countie receiving little, if any more
interest.
Turning to the other side of the
coin, there was a high d gre of consensus among the residents of the
three rural countie that the Salt
Lake-Tooele region wa the area of
the state where they would least like
to live. Between 50 and 62 p rcent
of the rural subjects gave thi response. The only other area rejected
by a significant proportion of our ubjects was the 'out of tate category.
Many of the p r on electin2 thi
category were more specific in indicating ome large city a be in ~ mo t
unde irable a a place to live.
Even with the Salt Lake ample a
larger percentage picked th Salt
Lake-Tooele area than any other a
wher they would lea t like to live.
H wever response from the urban
ample wer widely cattered among
the variolls alternative. available.

Figure 1.

When a k d what it wa that made
the area elected m r attractive than
where they now w rc two g neral
type of respon ewe r empha ized
by th urban ample. The fir t of
the e had to do with ize f p pulation and friendline of the p opl .
while the other had t d \ ith acce
to the out-of-d or and the ab enc
fa p Iluted n ir nm nt. F I't -fi
percent of the urban re pondent
m ntion d th would pref r a maIl er town frequentl m nti ning that
p pI wcre m re fri nd( in uch
ar a. Another 45 percent 'aid the
would like greater acce t an outof-door ar a where pollution and
crowding were n t problem. Twent
percent of th urban re ident said
th ey would be willing t take up to
a 10 perce nt or gr ater cut in thei r
Ie el of living in order to live in an
area with the abo e-mentioned charact ri tic. The major fact r holding
them back wa the unavailabilit
f
job in the e areas.

Suppose you could live anywhere you wanted in Utah or even

outside of the State. Please look at the map and indicate where you would
most like and where you would least like to live. (Circle number of one
choice in each column. ) (Interview form )

Most like to live

leost like to live

5-county area of Beaver, Iron
Washington, Kane and Garfield

2

2

4-county area of Carbon, Emery
Grand, and San Juan counties

3

3

6-county area of Wayne, Piute,
Sevier, Sanpete, Juab and
Millard

4

4

Northeastern Utah area of Duchesne,
Uinta, and Daggett counties

5

5

Central Utah area of Utah,
Wasatch, and Summit counties

6

6

Salt lake-Tooele area

7

7

3-county area of Davis, Weber,
and Morgan counties

8

8

Northern Utah area of Box Elder,
Cache and Rich counties

9

9

Outside of state
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In order to get a better idea of what
it is that makes a community attractive to its residents, all of the subjects
were asked to list what they perceived
as being the major advantages of living in their community and what they
perceived as being the major disadvantages of living there. Table 3 lists
the four factors that were most frequently mentioned by the subjects in
each county as being the major advantages of their area.
Respondents in all three of the rural
counties listed access to the out-ofdoors and open spaces as being one
of the major advantages of living in
their area. As discussed above this

9

was frequently mentioned by the urban sample as something they felt
was important but didn't have where
they lived. Access to the out-of-doors
was mentioned first in both Beaver
and Piute Counties and third in
Wayne County. All three counties
also mentioned their area as being a
"good place to raise a family" and
placed this factor cither first or second in order of importance. A third
factor friendliness of the people, was
again a consensus item for the rural
counties. Finally, Beaver and Wayne
County residents mentioned absence
of a polluted environment as being
the fourth major advantage of their
area. Piute County residents substi-
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tuted quality of schools for this item.
When we turn to the advantages of
urban living as perceived by ou ~ Salt
Lake County sample, we discover that
availability of good shopping facilities
is most frequently mentioned as a
major advantage of living in that area.
The second factor mentioned, a good
place to rai e a family, coincides with
the emphasis plac d on this item by
the ru ral samples. The other two
factors most frequently mentioned by
the urban sample were quality of religious life and quality of schools.
Table 4 presents those factors
which were perceived by our respondents as being the major disadvantages
of living in their area. Again, we see
a good deal of consensus on the part
of our rural respondents. Wayne and
Piute respondents rank the absence of
adequate medical and health facilities
as being the most serious problem
faced by their communities. Beaver
County residents with two hospitals,
did not view this as a problem for
their area. All three counties were in
agreement that their areas were in
serious need of job opportunities for
young people and better shopping
facilities. Beaver and Wayne County
residents ranked their areas low in
terms of local opportunities for earning a liveable income and Beaver and
Piute Counties included the absence
of opportunities for cultural refinement as being one of the four major
problems of their area.
Turning to our urban sample, we
find that more people listed inadequate recreational opportunities as
the major disadvantage than any
other. The next two most frequently
mentioned factors were similar to
those stressed by the rural sampleavailability of good jobs for young
people and opportunities for cultural
refinement. The fourth factor mentioned as a major disadvantage of
urban living was one mentioned as a
major advantage of rural living by
most of our rural samples-absence
of a polluted environment.
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Table 1.

Area where respondents would most like to live
Area 1

Where Respondents
Now live

Beaver
Iron
Washington
Kane
Garfield

Ar,e a 3

Area 4

Area 5

Area 6

Area 7

Area 8

Area 9

Carbon
Emery
Grand
Son Juan

Wayne
Piute
Se vi e r
Sanpete
Juab
Millard

Duchesne
Uinta
Doggett

Utah
Wasatch
Summit

Salt lake
Tooele

Davis
Morgan
Weber

Box Elder
Cache
Rich

Out
of
State

1'0

No.

1'0

No.

82.8

o

5

2.8

o

o

o

1.4

64

93

Piute

19

35.2

o

o

28

51

Salt lake

10

5.8

10

No.

'Yo

Beaver

149

Wayne

Table 2.

Beaver
Iron
Wa shington
Where Respondents
Now live

-4

»

No.

5.8

5

2.9

1'0

No.

o

-0

o

6

3.3

1.4

o

o

o

o

4

7.4

7

4

23

13.3

No.

2

0/

10

No.

1'0

No.

o

2

1.1

3

3

o
o

o
o

2

78

45.1

12

6.9

1.4

o

7.2

o

2
4

2.3

2

23

13.3

Kane
Garfield
No.

'Yo

Area 5

Area 6

Area 7

Area 8

Area 9

Corban
Emery
Grand
Son Juan

Wayne
Piute
Sevier
Sanpete
Juab
Millard

Duchesne
Uinta
Doggett

Utah
Wasatch
Summitt

Salt lake
Tooele

Davis
Morgan
Weber

Box Elder
Cache
Rich

Out
of
State

No.

1'0

No.

'Yo

No.

1'0

No.

'Yo

No.

1'0

No.

1'0

o

o

7.8

7

3.9

2

1.1

o

o

o

o

90

50

'"
n

Wayne

2

2.9

4

5.8

o

o

4

5.8

5

7.2

43

62.3

m

Piute

o

o

2

3.7

1.9

2

3.7

o

o

28

51.9

o

o

8.7

26

15

6.4

16

9.2

2

1.2

29

16.8

7

4

Salt lake

13

Area 4

14

m

1.7

Area 3

Beaver

n

'Yo

No.

Area 2

::J:

Z

1'0

Area where respondents would least like to live
Area 1

c:

Area 2

15

11

1.4

No.

4

6

1'0

No.

'Yo

0.6

56

31.1

5.8

5

7.2

1.9

17

31.5

3.5

25

14.5

o

m
n
m
~

Table 3.

What are the maior advantages of living in your community

Most freque ntly mentioned
in order of rank

Beave r

Wayne

Piute

Salt Lake

c;"

m

Access to out-of-doors
and wide open spaces

A good place to
raise a family

A good place to
raise a family

Availability of good
shopping facilities

2

Good place to
raise a family

Friendliness of
the people

Access to· out-of-doors
and wide open spaces

A good place to
raise a family

3

Friendliness of
the people

Access to out-of-doors
and wide open spaces

Friendliness of
the people

Quality of religious
life

4

Absence of a
polluted environment

Absence of a polluted
environment

Quality of schools and
other ed ucational facilities

Quality of schools and
other educational facilities

;10

-0
~
to.)

Table 4.

What are the maior disadvantages of living in your community

Most frequently mentioned
in order of rank

-0

Beave r

Wayne

Piute

Salt Lake

Availability of good
jobs fo'r you ng people

Adequacy of medical
and health facilities

Adequacy of medical
and health facilities

Recreational
opportunity

2

Availability of good
shopping facilities

Availability of good
jobs for young people

Availability of good
jobs for you ng people

Availability of good
jobs for young people

3

Opportunities for
cultural refinement

Opportunities for earning
a liveable income

Availability of good
shopping facilities

Opportunities for
cultural refinement

4

Opportunities for earning
a liveable income

Availability of good
shopping facilities

Opportunity for
cultural refinement

Absence of a
polluted environment

The above data seem to demonstrate that there are a number of important factors that affect how people
feel about and respond to their community. Many individuals choose
what may be viewed in strictly economic terms as a lower standard of
living to obtain other things that they
value and deem important. Thus,
while we may be able to demonstrate
that it would be economically advantageous to migrate from rural
Utah to the Wasatch Front, we must
recognize other variables that go into
that decision. Many persons in rural
areas appear to choose not to migrate,
even though they may be b tter off
financially if they were to do so.
Clearly, people perceive values
which can be realized in th ir own
community which may hav to be
given up in migration and which make
up for income 10 t by not choosing
that option. Our data ugg st that
these values center around several
areas. Many p ople clearly valu such
things as access to the outdoors, including outdoor recreation a well as
an unpolluted environment. Other
emphasize the importance of closeness to family and kin and the primary
relationships they are able to maintain in smaller, rural communities.
Here relationships are more often
seen as being close and person-oriented rather than being s condary and
object-oriented. Persons used to close
personal relationship uch as
knowing practically everyone one associates with on a fir t-name basisfrequently find it hard to adjust to
the more impersonal relationships that
characterize urban settings.
Many people seem to feel that giving up these things for the economic
advantages of urban living is too
much to pay. The point eems clearly
to be that what is defined a 'the good
life" is an individual decision. We
cannot decide for someone els . Obviously, different individuals are going
to put emphasis on different things.
While there may be some ideal tate
of affairs that constitutes the maximum in quality of life, ultimately each
individual will still have his own value
hierarchy which defines what is ideal
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for him. We may disagree with his
emphasis, but it is not our place to
tell him that he is wrong. Rather it
is more our role to determine as best
w can such things a minimum or
ideal levels of services that will meet
the social values of communities and
of individuals and then to determine
what variables can be manipulat d to
increase the probability of attaining
the same.
One caution must be suggested in
looking at the data presented in the
tables. There seems to be littl question that many of the attitudes that
urban residents hold about rural life
are based on unrealistic nostalgia
about what that life is like. Nevertheless, we cannot deny that there is
something about life in the larger city
that i dissatisfying to a relatively
large proportion of people. What is
more even if one want to argue that
rever ing the migration from rural to
urban areas i neither fea ible nor
de irabl the po ibilit of improving
the quality of 1ife and ervice delivery
in rural America and rural Utah still
de erve our concern and attention.
In th case of education for exampl
if rurally educated childr n mu t compete for jobs in an urban marketplace
with urban educated children every
effort should be put forth to make
rural education equal in quality.
In conclusion rural d velopment
may very well be an idea whose time
ha come. There i much about rural
life that i good and much that can
be done to make it even better. The
principle goal of an expanded program of rural development research
will not be that of imply adding anoth r layer to the already high stack
of dusty and frequ ntly unread report on rural life but to provide a
basis for action programs for rural
people. Traditional commodity-oriented r earch program in Landgrant Universities have paid handsome
dividends for agricultural developmont. The goal now i to apply the
arne effort and skill that have
worked 0 well for commercial agriculture to the solving of some of the
'human' and social': problems of

development of rural America. 2 Since
this program of r search has strong
action goal the Extension S rvice
and other action agencies will have
an important role in carrying programs backed by re earch findings to
the solving of pressing rural problem . Hop fully lIch action-oriented
agencies will view themselves a partners with the re earcher in this important effort.
See CSRS, "Guidelines for Research in
Rural Development." 1970, page 3.
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RESEARCH NOTES
ABOUT STRESS
Stre·ss is a result of environment.
Adaptability, whether inherited or acquired, is a method by which the animal copes with stress, whether impo ed by weather, disease or specific
management practices.
USU research has shown that the
amount of feed available to the animal will influence the reproductive
performance of both heep and cattle.
This relationship is more critical during the breeding season than during
pregnancy.
Severe chilling did not adversely
affect maintenance of pregnancy in
heep up to the point of causing maternal d ath. Such deaths in sheep
were associated with a body temperature lowered by as much as 14 ° F.
Various diseases can be especially
stres ful during pregnancy. Some of
these problems have been solved by
vaccination but oth rs are still unolved.
Moving animal e.g. from feedlot
to range can interfere with normal
breeding cycles, probably because of
hormonal responses to the stress involved. The social structur attained
in groups of animals has also be n observed to influence normal breeding
cycles. This structur u ually involved
dominant/ su bordina te interactions.
Much of the research that supports
these stat ments has been conducted
at USU within regional cooperative
project. Such projects unite the efforts of researchers in many states and
federal laboratories.
UTAH
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M n and swine have a number of
phy i I gical and anat mic imilarthat make wine an xc llent
iti
animal model for human-related rearch. The pig ha imilar inte tinal
y tern which m tabolize nutrient in
appr ximately the arne manner a
man. They uff r fr m imilar d genas man uch as
erative di ea
anemia ulcer
athero cler i and
cardiac di ea e.
Th infant pig thr e days to one
month of age has prov n particularly
w II-adapt d for res arch involving
nutrients needed for bone growth. An
infant pig fda formulat d di t in the
laboratory will doubl hi 3-day
wight by th time he i IS days old
and will doubl hi IS-day weight by
the tim h i 30 da.
ld. Thi rapid

•
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rate of growth pr vid
a
n Hive
m a ur f r the nutritional quality of
a diet.
ANTACIDS AND NUTRITION
The USU cienti t ar trying to
Ive orne f th health problems
that people experience which are belie ed to be nutritional in origin. In
on
rie of balance trials sodium
bicarbonat buffer \Va infused into
th tomach of young pig at a rate
calculat d t neut ralize the ga tric
acid. During th c ntr 1 peri d pig
were infused with a saline olution.
The r arch d mon trated th influence of ga tric acidity on calcium and

Table 1.

The long-t rm g al of this research
i to det rmine the relationship between nutrient-intake and utilization
and orne common nutritional deficincie such a iron defidency anemia
and 0 teoporosis.

Effect of intra-gastric infusio n of sodium bicarbonate on the utilization of d ietary calcium and iron by pigs

Period

Co ntro l

N a HCO;:
a Mean

iron ab orption and the result (table
1) ar reI vant to people who use
antacid exce ively or who have partial ga tr ctomie. Sinc ga tric acid
i nece sary for optimum absorption
and utilization of dietary calcium and
iron it lack or neutralization will
affect nutrient utilization.

+ standard error.

Ca, <Yo Apparent absorption

Fe, <Yo Apparent absorption

35 .0 ± 3.2a
30.5 ± 2. 2

32 .9 ± 8.6
25.7 ± 6.1

Eight observations per treatment
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DIETARY COMPONENTS AND
NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY

In other experiments, researchers
are checking the effects of different
levels of soybean protein and vitamin
D on bone str ngth. The phytin phosphorus in soybean flour is largely unavailable (cannot b dig sted) to the
infant pig. Therefor , unless pigs on a
basically soybean diet are supplement d with inorganic phosphorus,
their bones suffer from impaired mineral deposition and they have rickets
(figure 1). Adding vitamin D to the
soyb an diet do s not overcome this
deficiency.
A comparison of a normal bone
with a rachitic bone (figure 2) graphically illu trates why bones diff r in
strenJth. The compactly mineralized
bone from a control animal is strong,
while the spongy bone from the poorly nurtured pig is weak (table 2).
U ing a ch mical analysis in conjunction with bone-strength studies and
photographs, it is obvious that only
optimum nutrition can produce the
bone strength and elasticity that correlate with a trong skeletal tructure.
The infant pig i giving nutritionists basic nutritional information that
is impossible to get dir cd y from
humans. Such insight can then be
adapted to the corr ction of nutritional problems in the human population.
30%
250

Figure 2. Photog raphs (5x) of cross secti o ns of rac hitic bo ne (left) and
norm a l bo ne (rig ht) f rom infant pi g s.
Table 2.

40

30

40

No. of o bse rvations

2

2

2

2

Fe mur w t, g
Femur densi ty

64.7
1.17

67.4
1.17

60.2
1.17

60.1
1.15

3.8
0.01

8th rib wt, g
8th rib density

6.2
1.23

5.9
1.24

5.2
1. 36

5.6
1.22

0'.3
0 .02

Ash
Co
p
Mg

I

/ , ' 30 %
500
/ / ' , ., ., . 40 %
/ /' ., ."
500

c:l 40

c
~

,

Femur strength
Breaking load, kg
Bending
moment, kg-cm

1, /

I;,~.'
('

20

Moment of
inertia, cm 4
J

1
1
A
DEFLECTION , em.

Breaking
stress, kg/ cm 2

J

Figure 1. Load -deflecti on curves for
fem urs from pigs fed 2 leve ls of soy
protein (30 or 40 %) and vitam in D;.
(250 or 500 IU / kg of d iet).
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± se1

Humeral ana lyses, d ry, fat-f ree basis, %

.........,....... 250

I

%

500

30

Dietary p rotein,

.I.........

/

250

Dietary vitamin D, IU/ kg

..··40%

60

Weight, density, composition and strength of bones from baby
pigs fed different levels of soybean protein and vitamin D.

Young's modulus of
elasticity,
1000 kg / cm2
1

46.9
16.4
8.7
0.35

45.8
15.9
8.5
0.34

45.9
16.1
8.5
0.35

44.4
15.5
8.2
0.33

0.5
0.2
0.1
0.10

74

64

49

43

6

147

126

94

84

13

0.16
671

7.1

0.15
598

7.5

0.09
628

6.0

0.11
532

6.0

0.00

47

0.6

Standard error of the mean
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A PERENNIAL DILEMMA
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Trying to grow fruit in Utah has
always been a gamble. And in 7 of
the last 10 years the growers have
lost-badly.
Trying to grow fruit in Utah has
always been a gamble. And in 7 of
the last 10 years, the growers have
lost-badly.
If 1968 is used as an example of a
rare 'good year the magnitud of
the loss is obvious. Th Utah fruit
crop was valued at $8 million in L968.
Virtually the entire crop was lost in
1972. Other years have een from
~ to V2 of th crop wiped out.
And the primary villain i alway
the same-a pring frost (temperatures of 20 to 25 OF) that catche th
tree in a usceptibl stage.
Utah State Univer ity r archers
have been trying to olve ·the problem for a number of year. They
have learn d a lot but still do not
have the answer.

5
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d
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In 1972, for example warm weather in late February and Marcb activated many fruit tree buds. Thu the
late March temperatures of 12 to 15
F were devastating in orne areas.
Since Cach County had not xp rienced such warm temperatures in
early February and March, the fruit
buds there weren t killed in late
March' but they were killed in midApril when another cold spell hit after
warm sunny days.
THE HEATING ALTERNATIVE

Fruit buds can be protected from
fro t damage by modifying either the
nvironm ntal temperature or the
phy iology of the tree. Heating orchard ha be n practiced for decades
in the citrus indu try and to some extent with other fruit crops. Many
Wa hington State grow rs are routinely equipp d to heat their orchards.
Utah grower howev r have more

SEELEY

problem with h atin,::, than do most
other gr wer. Utah fruit tre are
planted larg lyon foothill b nch land.
These area are subj ct to considerable wind flow out f the canyons
whi.ch blow th heated air down into
the alley and make orchard heating impractical.
To avoid fro t damage, the temperature in an orchard ha to be maintained at or above 28 °F. Grower
u ing 50 heaters per acre can generally rai e the temperatur about 5 OF
in their orchard if ther i not more
than 5 mph wind. Thus if the t mperatur drop below 23 OF or if wind
v locity exceed 5 mph the crop may
b 10 t d pite the heating efforts.
Heating orchard is exp nsive.
Growers burn oil in return- tack heater that u 5 to 10 gallon p r night
per heater d pending on how long
hating is necessary. Thus oil and

FRUIT TREE IDIOSYNCRASIES

ot even unseasonably warm temperatures in November and December
can induce fruit trees to start growing. Yet a few warm temperatures
in the spring and growth begins, and
with that growth comes susceptibility
to frosts.
The reason for this seeming discr pancy is that trees have a rest
period an internal mechanism that
functions during late fall and early
winter. This "rest" mechanism prevents tree growth in winter months
even though favorable growing conditions occur. The rest period is completed in Utah near mid-January.
From then on growth will occur after
the temperature reaches 40 F or
higber.

•
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Fig ure 1. A small airplane motor powers this circulating orchard fan
which mixes the cooler layers of air along the ground with the warmer air
above to help prevent frost damage.
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labor cost $ 50 to $100 per acre per
night. Natural and propane gas are
also being used in an attempt to reduce the smoke and increase the radiative heat. These materials are delivered by underground pipes to gas
burners in the orchard. Such systems
are more expensive, but are being
adopted rapidly with the stricter burning codes that are going into effect
in many areas.
Growers in the Intermountain area
have heated as many as 20 nights during the spring. If they could predict
at the start of the season how many
nights they would need to heat, they
might give up before they start and
not heat at all. But growers who start
heating in the spring do not know
whether it will be 1, 5 or 20 nights
that they will need to heat their
orchard. On the 8th or maybe the
12th night of heating they wonder if
they should continue heating or if
they should stop and at least save the
money that will b invested if they
have to heat 20 nights. Then too,
there is always the possibility of not
being able to save the crop even by
heating because of low temperatures.
Less than 10 percent of Utah s fruit
growers are equipped to heat their
orchards. Those that heated their
orchards just a few crucial times this
spring were among the rare growers
who are harvesting a 1972 fruit crop.
But there are never any guarantees.
THE SPRINKLING ALTERNATIVE

Fruit buds have been saved by
spraying water on the trees during
freezing temperatures. Water must be
applied continuously while the temprature is below 32 OF. As the water
freezes on the branches it gives off
heat which prevents the bark temperature from going below 23 OF. There
are some problems associated with
this: 1) A grower needs a source of
water usually before the canal water
is available in the spring. Thus a
reservoir would be necessary. 2)
Growers would need sufficient sprinkler pipe to cover their entire orchard
at one time and 3) breakage of limbs
often occurs as a result of the weight
of the ice.
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THE CHEMICAL ALTERNATIVE

Another way to protect the fruit
crop involves altering the internal
chemistry of the tree so as to delay
its growth in the spring or make it
more resistant to cold. With this
goal in mind, USU researchers have
attempted to determine what chemical
and morphological changes occur
within the plant during the winter
as outside temperatures vary.
We have measured chemical constituents within the plant throughout
the dormant season during which the
bud survival potential shifts from -25 °
F to 27 °F, and correlated th e with
plant hardiness. We have measured
proteins lipids, nucleic acids, carbohydrates (sugars, starches) and plant
hormones. As yet we have not observed a constituent which correlates
well with plant hardiness though we
do have a few interesting leads. If we
can determine what (if any) chemical
i responsible for cold hardiness, we
may be able to synthesize it, apply it
to the trees, and hop fully extend the
re t period into late spring despite any
early warm temperature.
A plant growth inhibitor called abcisic acid, appears to have promise
and be associated with plant dormancy. We are now studying this chemical in detail.
Another possibility centers on
growth promoters rather than growth
inhibitors.
A growth promoting
chemical may become active during
mid-winter signalling the end of the
rest period and readying the tree for
growth to occur when temperatures
are favorable. Gibberellic acid is one
of the hormones known to promote
growth in the spring. We are now
studying the level of this hormone
in the plant as they fluctuate through
the year and are experimenting with
chemical that can retard its formation. Such retardation might extend
the rest period and delay fruit bud
development.
A MECHANICAL POSSIBILITY

Tree growth in the early spring obviously depends on warm temper-

atu :·e~.

Since trees can absorb heat
from sunlight tree temperatures are
often higher than air temp ratures.
Applying reflective' materials to the
trunk and branche might therefor
reduce the tree's absorption of energy
from the sun and delay bud d velopment. We plan to apply uitable material to trees in the field in midwinter and keep them on the trees
until bloom. Temperatures in the buds
and bark of the camouflaged trees
will be compared with ti sues of untreated tree and relative bloom date
will be noted. Maybe we need to refrigerate the tree to k ep it from
growing arly in the spring. We are
also tudying the effect root temperature. hav on tree growth.
COMPLICATIONS HAMPERING
RESEARCH

Frost hardiness work i limited to
orchards during a few months of the
year. The lack of control under field
conditions precludes reproduceable
information because of the variable
environmental temperatur s. Faster
progress would be made if we had
access to repeatable environmental
conditions to which trees could be
exposed. This would require environmental chambers tall enough to accommodate 7-foot, bearing trees, and
versatile enough to provide various
temperatures both above and below
freezing.
Trees at various stages of development would be placed in the growth
chambers and subjected to specific
temperature treatments so that repeatable and m~aningfuI conclusions
could be obtained . Relative cold
hardiness ratings and plant hormone
levels would then be determined and
correlated with stages of bud development and temperature. These correlations would help identify the chemicals that affect cold hardiness and
facilitate regulation of bud physiology
through application of a spray. The
correlations would also help climatologists forecast the severity of damage
that might be expected with certain
weather conditions.
UTAH
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Some sweet cherries resistant
to western x-disease
BRYCE

Western x-disease poses its serious threat to sweet cherries, but
peaches, sour cherries, some plums
and some Prunus pecies may also be.come inf cted. Chokecherri s serve
as a natural source of the infective
agent, which is pread from inf cted
plants by at least 11 species of leafhoppers.
The infective agent of western xdisease was considered to be a virus
for more than 30 years. But then
tetracycline antibiotic was introduced
into infected trees and it caused remission of symptoms. In addition,
electron microscope pictures of diseased tissued showed small pleomorphic (variously shaped) inclusions
without rigid cell walls. So western
x-disease is currently blamed on mycoplasmaIike organisms.
Mycoplasmas are highly variable
in appearance and were considered
bact rial until 1966. The International Committee on the Nomenclature of Bacteria, at its 1966 deliberations, recognized the mycoplasmas
as sufficiently distinct from bacteria
to warrant placing the mycoplasmas
in a different class. The mycoplasmas
can be grown in cell-free media, are
resistant or immune to penicillin, but
are inhibited by tetracycline antibiotics. They are small and may be
intermediate in size between bacteria
and viruses.

N.

WADLEY

tiply outside the cell. Also few of
the numerous aU mps to grow mycoplasmalike organisms that cau e diseases in plants in c ll-free media hay
been succes ful, and none of these
organi ms that have be n grown have
been pathogenic to plants.

UTAH ORCHARDS
Natural spread of w st rn-x disease
within orchard in Utah occur most
rapidly from infected w t cherry
tr es growing on mazzard rootstocks.
Such tre decline lowly and produce
littl mark tabl fruit. Tre growing
on mahal b rootstocks oft n die with-

The mycoplasmalike organisms
that cause diseases in plants differ
from those in animals and insects in
that the mycoplasmas in plants multiply only within the cells of host
plants, whereas mycoplasmas mul-
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Figure 1. An orchard cherry tree that has been hard hit by western xdisease. Note the sparse, wilted leaves and tiny fruits.
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in a year after infection, 0 th re i
littl likelihood of mahal b roottocks' serving a sources of the infective agent.
Attempts to control western x-di ea e in Utah orchard by removing
diseased trees failed becaus infected
tre s could not be d tected a i1 until
2 or more year aft r they had been
infected. The inf ctive agent move
lowly through u ceptible plant tissu s. Seldom does a tree have all of
its branches infected until it ha been
infected for several years.
Although antibiotic may eventually control we tern x-diseas . such
treatment i not yet practical. Topworking Bing Lambert
r other
weet cherry varietie on the fram work of mahal b root tock provide
r i tance that may b adequate if
natural pread i not rapid. Mahaleb
appear to be immune t infection'
however tree propagat d a
ingle
hoot on it u ually die h rtl aft r
infection becau e of girdling induc d
at th graft union by th infective
agent.
Re i tant w et cherry vari tie
may provide a mor reliab) control
of western x-di ea e than any other
means.

TESTING EXISTING
SWEET CHERRY VARIETIES

Many w t cherry varieti
and
r earch elections have be n te t d
during a 10-year p riod for re i tance
or u c ptibility to we tern x-disease.
Some t sts were made at Utah Agricu1tural Experiment Station field
plots and ob rvations ha al 0 been
orchard
made
in
commercial
throughout Utah. Sweet cherry varietie
wer
obtained from many
ource in the United Stat and from
Canada Asia and Europ through
the USDA Plant Intr duction Station.
Mor than 80 sweet cherry varietie
and 40 numb red r arch election
wer inoculated in field plot te t. Alth ugh te t ar not yet complete from
all t t a few vari tie howed definite re istance to inoculation .
Napoleon (Royal Ann) ch rri appear d to be the m t u ceptibl
ariety grown in Utah orchards but
Bing and Lambert the commonly
grown c mmercial varietie were not
much more re i tant. Black Tartarian
and Burbank app ared to b re istant
to natural pread but were usceptibl to inoculati n by grafting.
apa Long St m Bing a California
vari ty from Napa Valley re i ted
natural spread in California and re-

c vered from inf ction wh n inoculated in Utah te t. It ha fairly good
fruit quality but tend to set light
crop. It i u ceptibl to bacterial
canker but i t lerant of necrotic
rll ty mottl di ea
Dicke Braun Blankenburger a
plant introduction from Germany
wa re i tant t inf ction when inoculated. Th tree w r vigorou and
productive and the fruit ize wa acc ptable. Unfortunat 1 the fruit ha
bitter flavor that i objectionabl for
fre h market u age.
p Sp cial a variety from California \! a r i tant to infection, but
the fruit wa Jow in quality and mall
in ize. Leaf and fruit symptom indicated probabl infection with little
cherry and necrotic ru ty mottle
viruse .
P8-343 and P8-419, r earch election from a USDA breeding project
at Pro er Wa h. showed some rei tanc when inoculat d. However,
the 1 vel of re i tance and the quality
of fruit may not b acc ptable for
Utah. Black Tartarian and Burbank
produce oft fruit and are useful
only a pollinizer.
BREEDING NEW
SWEET CHERRY SELECTIONS

Since none of the above varieties
was acceptable to growers who observed them for fruit quality in our
field plots we are working to produce
new selections with good fruit quality
and resistance to western x-diseases.
We are also working to incorporate
resistance to spring frosts doubling,
rain splitting and other serious diseases.

Figure 2.

Cherries from a tree infected with western x (1 0 p) co mpared to
normal fruit from an uninfected tree (botto m).
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OUf work ha
been difficult because the western x-disease agent
could not be grown in culture and
could not be mechanically inoculated
into test trees. Leafhopper vectors
were not efficient transmittors. D odder was used successfully to incolulate herbaceous host plants, but attempts to take the infective agent
back to fruit trees with dodder failed.
We have therefore, used buds or
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other tissues from infected branches
and grafted them to healthy test trees.
Since the infective agent is not completely systemic, 100-percent transmission is seldom achieved. No quick
test for resistance or fruit quality is
available. Our best results were obtained when test selections were
grafted on mahaleb rootstocks and
grown for 1 year b fore inoc1uation
in August. Symptoms usually developed the following summer. Trees
that did not wilt the first summer were
reinoculated to determine escapes.
Trees that did not wilt in either of
the two tests were considered resistant
and were held for fruit evaluation and
further testing. Some selection produced fruit th third growing season,
but others did not produce fruit until
the fourth or fifth growing season.
apa Long Stem Bing and Dicke
Braune Blankenburger were s lected
as sources of resistance for obtaining
new selection. Since these varieties
are highly self sterile all seed produc d should be cro es with a compatible pollinizer variety. A large
number of varieties and research selections served as po ible pollinizers.
S eds wer germinated and grown in
the greenhou e at Logan, Utah. Five
to 10 tree of each seedling were
propagated on mahaleb root tocks in
field plots at Farmington Utah for
testing.

Approximately 600 different seedling selections have now been tested
for resistance to western x-disease.
About 300 ranked from probably resistant to resistant. Nearly 200 have
produced sufficient fruit for evaluation of quality. A high percentage of
the resistant trees were discarded because of poor fruit quality. Many produced small, soft or bitter fruits.
Several selections appeared promising
to growers and were planted in commercial orchards for further testing.
Some of the best selections were late
blooming and also appeared to be resistant to doubling and rain cracking.
Some were re istant to spring frosts in
1970 and 1971 when many commercial orchards produced light cro s becau e of frost injury. In March 1972
however extremely low temperatures
eliminated all sweet cherry fruits in
Utah orchards so further evaluation
mu t await another yea r.
Pollination tudies and controlled
cro
were made in 1971 using
some of the best s edling selections
a sources of re i tance and good
commercial varieties or promising reearch lection a ources of pollen.
Bing and Lambert pollen was compatible with orne eedling selections
but not with other.
early 200
crosses were succes ful. Germination
of the s ed yield d 120 edlings that
will be tested for re i tance to western
x-disease and for fruit quality.
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Land-us zoning particularly in
urban areas has been with us for a
long time. But recently pressure has
b n mounting for more and more
r vi ions of land-use zoning regulation in rural a well as urban areas.
o level of government wh ther f deral stat or local i exempt from
uch pre ure. At the local level, developers are a king city councils for
zoning changes which will permit contruction of hopping centers in resid ntial area and urban development
in agricultural area' single-family
home-owner are petitioning to prevent the building of neighborhood
multi-family apartment houses; industrial parks are being created by the
score; and zoning regulations are ever
more restrictive in specifying what
land own rs can and cannot do with
and to their land.
STATE ACTIVITIES

Figure 3.
More than
those with
succumbed

Young cherry trees planted in rows at the Farmington Farm.
a hundred different varieties and selections were tested to find
resistance to western x-disease. Three trees in the middle have
to the disease.
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The states are necessarily becoming more embroiled in land-use zoning. Today's land-related problems of
environmental
protection,
urban
sprawl housing areas fOf the POOf,
and expanding needs fOf outdoor recreation and industrial development
often cross city, county, and sometimes even state boundaries. There
s ems to be no alternative to invoking

•
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governmental responsibility and action above the local level if these
problems are to be equitably solved.
Many states are, therefore, legislating
a statewide framework for land-use
planning. Even political parties have
inserted land-use planks into their
state and county platforms for 1972.
Within the past two years, Maine,
Vermont, and Florida have passed
laws bringing many types of new developments under state control. In
Vermont, for instance, the state must
grant a permit for any land development that involves more than one
acre. Previously, only Hawaii had
statewide land-use laws. Many other
states have enacted broad controls
that restrict the development of shorelands, scenic areas, river valleys, and
other specialized areas, and thus supplant to various degrees local zoning
authority.
Pennsylvania and Michigan are
among more than a dozen states,
many heavily industrialized, that are
studying ways of increasing state regulation of new development. Other
states are setting standards that their
local governments must follow in
making land-use decisions. Massachusetts, for example, reviews local
zoning laws to insure that adequate
space is set aside for low-cost housing. In May 1972, Colorado set
statewide standards covering such
things as tree removal and drainage
for all new residential and commercial
subdivisions.

hensive planning in the use of both
public and private lands. For the first
time, a federal bill is calling for the
470 million acres of unappropriated
public lands administered by the
Bureau of Land Management to be
left in public ownership and managed
in the interests of the public. A new
grant-in-aid program for . the states
is proposed to direct the use of nonfederal lands, and requires the coordination of public and private land
planning. Among other things, the
bill establishes a Ipublic-land classification system to be carried out by
the land management agencies under
strict Congressional control.
LAND USE PROBLEMS IN UTAH

FEDERAL EFFORTS

Utah faces nearly all of the myriad
land-use problems that exist elsewhere. Our best agricultural land is
being continually encroached upon
by urban, transportation, and recreational development.
A titanic
struggle is occurring over whether
our high-mountain areas are to be
used as wilderness or developed as
more accessible recreational sites. We
have our share of urban sprawl and
leapfrog development along the Wasatch Front. Perhaps most serious of
all, much of the current land development involves cabins and summer
homes being built near prime recreation areas. TIl-suited land parcels
are being used for these purposes and
existing communities are finding that
providing local services to their new
resid nts is burdensome. This is only
a partial listing of .land-use problems
currently of interest to all Utahns.

At the federal level, land-use control is seldom referred to as zoning,
but the effects are the same. Federal lands have been and are being
et aside for specific uses such as national forests, parks, monuments and
wilderness areas, but recent efforts
have gone far beyond passive land
acquisition and allocation to given
uses.
A case in point is a big omnibus bill
that was reported out of the House
Environmental Subcommittee of the
House Interior Committee on May 4,
1972. This bill provides for com pre-

Why are we being deluged now
with all these problems? The explanation is not hard to find. It is wellknown that population has rapidly increased in the U. S. since World War
II, although it is showing signs of
slowing down. The demand for goods
and services annually reaches a new
all-time high due to higher and higher
per capi ta incomes as well as larger
numbers of people. These two factors,
economic prosperity and (population
growth, have greatly increased the de-
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WHY NOW?

mand for various services from our
land bas , which i relatively fixed
in supply.
PHILOSOPHICAL RAtiONALE

Our I gal political, and economic
in titutions have permitted much of
the U.S. to be appropriated for private
uses. Whether land is publicly or privately owned, however, every individual is subject to the effects of landuse decisions made by others. Zoning
and other forms of public control repre ent either efforts to regulate uses
of land that offend g nerally-accepted
moral and aesthetic sensibilities,
whether or not the owner of the land
ascribes to them, or permit the community to capture "public" benefits
which private land owners are not
willing to supply if left unregulated.
This "public' characteristic of land is
the most comp IIing philosophical
basis for land-use zoning.
Another, more mundane basis is
composed largely of economic considerations. Because land is relatively
fixed in supply, population growth
and increasing incomes tend to drive
land prices up. Land parcels with
superior site and productivity advantages can then earn high rents. Land
thus indir ctly captures many of the
productivity profits brought about by
technological advance. This phenomenon is especially apparent in modern
agriculture, where land prices continue to rise, ev n when returns to
labor and non-land capital are low.
In other words, the income and
wealth distribution fabric of society
is closely intertwined with land ownnership. This is why land confiscation and redistribution is a popular
tool for reallocating income and
wealth in the less-developed countries
of the world. Land reform in advanced countries seldom involves expropriation by government (although
condemnation by eminent domain
proceedings is quite common). But
even land-use controls such as zoning and taxation serve to shift the distribution of costs and benefits of owning and managing land. This is what
makes zoning such a potent and often
UTAH
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emotional political i ue. By go rnm nt edict and often arbitrarily zoning confer ben fit on orne portion
of the population while taking them
away from another. In th ory the net
impact of zoning hould be to improv
the well-b ing of the aggregate c mmunity. Ideally zoning r pre nt a
v hicle that ociety can u to liminate or mitigate ocial and economic
inequity and rid it elf of the more
blatant nuisances.
SOME PROS AND CONS
OF ZONING

While zoning may effectively eliminate many negative ocial effect uch
leap-frog devel pment
urban
prawl and un ightly nui ance in
re id ntial area, its co t may be inordinat ly high. After all zoning i
a public decision about land u e that
attempt to prev nt unde irable private action. Thu exclu ive re idential area are z ned again t
cial
nui ance uch a factory moke and
college tudent Ii ing in multipl family h u ing unit. By government
PI' cripti n part f the total d mand
f r a given land parcel i imply ruled
ut of exi t nce. The land market i
ther by eliminated a an efficient alI eating device. Thi i at nce the
p t ntial advantage and di advantag
f zoning. Free market allocati n. of
land may facilitat undesirable privat
activity that need to be curb d. But
n th
ther hand it i ea y t under. timate the real co t
f z ning. It
i true that cially obnoxi u re ult
f private activity (uch as factory
mok ) may b controlled by zoning.
But at the arne time, ociety may lose
th concomitant private production
(the factory s potential output).
Zoning uffer fr m ther defect
a well the mo t imp rtant being its
political limitation . Even wh n effective it is cumber orne and inflexibl .
If zoning i to mean anything it must
prevent a land owner from doing
omething he would otherwi e do.
Where local gov rnment is weak, zoning laws often simply cannot prevail
DECEMBER
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again t th p litical pr ure that inevitably ari e. Thi i another r a on
f r increa d tate acti ity in the zoning fi ld. Any gov rnmental unit inlved in con idering z ning xteni n or hift mu t try to identify and
a
all legitimate
cial concern .
Private intere t will inevitably want
to change zoning r gulation primarily because of wealth gain they
hope to ecur . Since tho e who can
effectively bring pre sure are often
developers and large land hold r who
arc already relatively wealthy there
i alway some danger that the rich
will profit from zoning change at the
expense of the not- -rich and thc
p or who lack p litical clout.
Tn rec nt year group of environmental activi t. have al 0 become

ry pot nt in th political arena, and
hav often b n ffective in counterbalancing th extr me of the d v lopr. Th envir nmentali t too howl' many tim
hav pr m ted high
inc m
liti t u e of carc land reuree that di criminate again t th
P rand th p litically unorganiz d.
Unf rtunately in thi ar a a in so
many other p w r i th name of
the game. Since thi i a fact of life,
citiz n group affected by zoning deci ion mu t become organiz d and
ex rt whatever influence they can to
pr t ct their int r st. If all affected
partie do 0 and the zoning agency
really Ii t ns t each one perhap the
p litical pr ce can ort out the conflict and deci ion in the public intere t will emerge.

AG NOTES
If ou driv
our farm vehicle
n the r ad u c th Sl w Moving
Vehicle emblem for
ur protection-day or night. Studies how
th maj rity f farm vehicle accident
ccur during da light hour:
on dr
pcn highway.

•

Stop trouble bef re it tart. Run
a afety check ar und your home
and replace worn wiring de troy
grea y rag and clean up oil pill.

•

return. Keep one in your home
your car and on all of your farm
vehicle.

•

Re pect the danger of electricity.
When working on any el ctrical
appliance in your home, make certain it unplugg d. When maintenanc i n eded on your electrical
y tern unl
you ar qualified
play it afe and call a certified
electrician.

•

Tall crop cut vi ability at interection and increa e the po ibility
of accident. Con ider motori t
and eed corners with a low growing legume and y u will h lp increa e th vi ability f approaching
vehicles.

During 1970, an e timated 200 o 0 people suffered disabling injuri in agricultural accidents and
2 400 were kill d. Protect yourself
by observing safety rul s and wearing per onal protective equipment.

•

Always w ar filter and cartridge
re pirators when working in heavy
d u t and chemicals.

Machin ry and children are an
un afe combination on any farm.

•
Match your fire extingui her
with the fir . Be sure to read the
operating in tructions on your extingui her: A type on paper or
wood, 'B type on ga or oil "C'
type on cl ctrical fires.

•
A fire extinguisher i a mall investment that could prove big in

•
•

Respect the danger of electricity.
When op rating large machinery,
keep an eye peeled for power lines
-above and below.

•
When fire strikes, seconds count.
Keep an extinguisher handy, and
know your fire department's phone
number.
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The penstemon is a native American plant genus with most species
found in the western United States
and Canada but with some species
located in the cooler parts of Mexico.
All are perennial plants, and many
have evergreen leaves with interesting
variations in size, form, and color
from light to deep glossy green.
Showy tubular flowers of bright colors ranging from brilliant r d to pink,
blue, lavender violet, and purple are
borne profusely on plants which vary
from compact ground cover dwarf
types-6 to 12 inches high-through
medium sized to upright plants as tall
as 5 feet. A few species with white
flowers also have been found.

H.

P' O'LLARD

and

ALVIN

R.

HAMSON

There has been a wide range of
color in the dwarf ground cover
types as well as in the upright types.
At first, the lines of each wer predominately purple but through selection and crossing, good types have
been developed in varying shades of
purple, lavend r, pink and scarlet.
These differ nt color types have been
d veloping in varying plant sizes from
th dwarf ground cover lines, and
from short to tall in the upright lines.

reduc the number of selections to
the relatively few outstanding lines
that should b released. For instance,
on siz of plants we have lines which
ar dwarf with a good flower type.
The same is true for the medium and
tall selections. Consequently, selections will be based on plant size
with inter sting variations in color,
flower arrangement, size of corolla,
perennial habit and general eye
appeal.

WHICH TYPE TO CHOOSE?

Penstemon grow best in deep, well
drained soil with full exposure to sun
but r quire less water than most garden perennials.

One of the difficul ties in penstemon br eding has been the elimination of the many interesting types to

As garden flowers, they offer home
owners a rich opportunity to add a
new and very interesting group of
flowers to their gardens. They have
been utilized to only a limited extent,
however, because they are known by
so few gardeners. As penstemons become better known their cultivation
should increase rapidly.
At the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, the improvement of
penstemon has been underway for
many years to develop good horticultural types. We have concentrated on
types which could be used as ground
covers as weI1 as those that would be
suitable for growing as upright types
in the gardens. Of the dwarf species,
menziesii, fruiticosus and davidsonii
form very attractiv plants that are
suitable as ground covers. Outstanding upright types have been obtained
from the species alpinus, hirsutus,
calicosis, and glaber .

•
LEONARD H. POLLARD is a Professor in the
Department of Plant Science.

Figure 1. One of the upright ornamental penstemon lines developed by
plant scientists of the Agricultu r a l Experiment Station.
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GROUND COVERS

The dwarf types grow and bloom
in the spring starting about May 10.
If the weather remains cool, they continue to bloom for 3 to 4 weeks. We
now have some lines that will bloom
a second time in the fall, but not as
profusely as in the spring. Many
lines have been discarded because of
the lack of winter hardiness. All of
the ground cover types are evergreens
with some pink in the leaves of many
lines during the winter.
The present ground cover types
are winter hardy if they are allowed
to overwinter out of doors. Plants
grown in the greenhouse should be
hardened moderately before transplant!ng to the field after the danger
of severe freezing has passed.
BLOOMING

We have been growing a large
number of upright lines of a few
pecies that are suitable for gardens.
At first we had several difficulties.
All lines bore flowers on only one
ide of the stem, therefore they were
not good ornamental types. Through
the use of selection ~.nd crossing, followed by further selection, types were
btained with flowers all around the
stems. These are far more beautiful
than the original types and are suitable as cut flowers.
There are now many varia tions in
upright types in color type of plant
growth, height of plants size of the
corolla, earliness, and length of
blooming period. Through selection,
lines have been developed that will
bloom in the spring and again in the
fall. If the flower stems are removed
as oon as their blooming has been
completed some plant will flower
almost continuously.
Th re is a tremendous difference
between the upright types. We have
eliminated all those types that had
weak connections at the base of the
plants. For a good horticultural variety the stems should be upright,
strong, and with good flowers without
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leaves in the flower head. We now
have many lines which show these
characteristics.
RELEASES

The increasing of the upright lines
requires a longer time than for the
dwarf types as each plant will have
only a few stems for propagation.
The first upright types will be vegetatively propagated. We now have a
few lines ready for increase and within a year we will have a sufficient
number to release several lines. It
is now the plan to develop lines which
will be propagated by seed to reduce
the cost to increase plants for release.
With the rich diversity of plant
types, it has been possible to develop
selections which are suitable for any
location in home flower gardens.
Dwarf types are particularly interesting in rock gardens a border plants
or as ground covers. The available
izes permit effective use in the garden as borders specimens or background plantings.
In the pring of 1972 a small
number of plants from four selections
were released through two nurseries
in Salt Lake City. These lines varied
from pink to purple. The Utah Agricultural Experiment Station will
again release a number of good dwarf
ground cover lines this year which
will be sufficiently hardened for our
Utah conditions.
To strengthen our penstemon
breeding program we have made an
effort to obtain as many species as
possible during the past 2 years.
Several native species have been obtained from diff rent sections of
Utah. Through the excellent cooperation from the American Penstemon
Society we have obtained many
species which are found growing in
other sections of the country, principally from the western United
States. Early in July of 1972, the
senior author met with the Penstemon S ciety group in the northeastern part of Oregon where many additional species were obtained.

All of the different species will be
collected and grown at Farmington
where an objective appraisal of each
species can be made. Species of penstern on obtained from the various
areas will be carefully labeled as to
their origin. While crosses between
species are difficult to make, some
are posible by utilizing newer breeding techniques. It is hoped that by so
doing many valuable plant types can
be obtained.
Visitors to the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station ornamental reearch center at Farmington will find
many attractive penstemons and other
ornamental plants to observe throughout th growing season.

AG NOTES
Accidents involving the feet and
toes account for about one out of
every 10 disabling work injuries.
When it comes to personal protective equipment on the ranch or
farm, one of the least dispensable
items is the afety shoe.

•

A recent study revealed that 59
percent of accidental work injuries
to farm family members or employees resulted in 2 or more days
of lost time.

•

When repairing farm machinery
STOP IT before working on it.

•

Since the Williams-Steiger Occupational Saf~ty and Health Act of
1970 (OSHA) went into effect, all
agricultural employers who employ
one or more persons have been
covered by the law.

•
The Williams-Steiger Occupational Health and Safety Act (OSHA) requires the use of the slow
moving vehicle (SMV) emblem on
all farm vehicles traveling on public roads at less than 25 mph and
opperated by farm or ranch employees.

•
A farm employer must report to
the nearest OSHA office and onthe-job fatality or accident that
hospitalizes five or more workers.
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